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— WEATHER —

Largest

KENTUCKY • Cloudy and
,old this afternoon and tonight. Low tonight 10 to 15
west, 15 to 20 east portion.
Saturday partly cloudy and
cold. "

Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County

y promptly rejected
money and suggested
'anted the boort she
J.S. currency.
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e the Canadian dellore than the Ameriit a saving of about

_
United Press
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IN OUR 75th YEAR

•

(Seen & Heard

I

Around
MURRAY

Comes Jack Frost with a garbage
disposal plan which seems to be
feasible. We will print his plan In
the next few days for your information.

4

Bob Miller is doing a good job
with the polio drive
Two hard working fellows, Howard Olila and Jerry Dent will take
over the reins of the Crippled
Children's Drive this year from
Mr. T. 0. Turner.
Mr. Turner has handled this job
for e. good many years and deserves much of the credit for the
establishment of this drive.
We can my before they start that
Howard and Jerry will see the
job through.
The Ledger and Times was plugged over WSM-TV the other day
as one of the daily papers carrying TV schedules.
Talking with Watson Roberts this
morning about the tragedy that
occurred last night.
We asked him...what he thouget
about when the lee— cold water
started pouring into the upturned
car.
---e
He said he just thought about
getting out of the car and helping
the others to get out.
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It la a wonder all of the men
didn't get pneumonia The temperature stood at 26 degrees above
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and
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or less.
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Mrs. Ann Cohr.
Addresses Group
subject of a program given by
Mrs. Ann Cohron at a meeting of
the Gamma Chapter of Delta KMpa Gamma in the Periodical Room
of the Murray State College,
Saturday afternoon, January 16 at
2:30 p.m.
In surveying the contemporary
American drama scene, the decline
of the commercial stage, reasons
for lack of good new scripts, revivals, musicals, plays produced
during the past three years and
those running currently on Broadway, and the Reading Theatre
were discussed by Mrs. Cohron.
Miss Ruby Simpson, chapter
president, presided over the business meeting. Eighteen members
and one guest, Mrs. Ralph Woods,
N% ere present.
After the meeting adjourned, the
group had coffee at the Hut

Jack Frost
Addresses Club
Jack Frost was the featured
speaker yesterday at the regular
meting of the Murray Rotary
Club. Mr. Frost used as his topic
"A Garbage Disposal System for
Murray."
He gave a comparison of Murray
with other towns of like size
and presented a detailed report
to the club on the cost of such
a project.
A committee was appointed to
study the project.
Robert Pelusi of Winatow Engineering Corporation was the guest
of Bill Walker and Gene Garrett
was a guest of Harlan Hodge
It was announced that Ho rd
0111a and Jerry Dent will a
as
chairman and co-chairman at the
annual Crippled Children's Drive.
Hiram Tucker presided at the
meeting.

Hazel And Colts
Win Games Last
Night Here

West Kentucky Stages bus had
Two
basketball
games
were
some trouble getting into the bus
station this morning. Trying to played last night with the Hazel
maneuver on the icy streets WAS Lions defeating the Brewers Redmen 60 to 59 at Hazel and the
a real problem.
Murray
Training
Schoel
Colts
Thanks to Ottis Patton for the defeating the Almo Warriors 62
Indian head dress, with the feath- to 34 at the Carr Gym in Murray.
In the Hazel-Brewers game the
ers on them. They are advertisements for the new Pontiac'. Lions held a thee point lead at
We had several clashes with In- the end of the first quarter hut
dians for a wbile at the enuse, but the score was all tied up at the
end of the first half. The host
they were finally subdued.
team went ahead to a live point
Both ow doors were frozen shut margin at the end of the third
this morning We were a:raid to stanza, but the Redmen kept workpull too hard, because several ing until the Lions were only leadyears ago under similar circum- ing by one point when the final
stances we pulled the handle 'off horn sounded.
Byers and Wilson paced the
trying to get in.
Hazel scoring with 22 and 21
Now consider the case of Noble points respectively while Nelson
Wrather. Poured warm water on of Brewers also hit the net fee
21 points.
his door handle to get in. Started
17 33 48
the motor to get the car warmed Hazel
14 33 43
up and whee he started to get Brewers
Rase! (80)
back in, the door had frozen shut
Forwards: Rickman 2, Cochran
again.
2. J. Jones 9.
Center: Byers 22.
Highwey department out early
Guards. Scarborough 4, Wilson
putting Sodium Chloride on the
hills about town We think regu- 21.
Brewers 1$91
lar salt would have done jure
Forwards: Trees 11, Morgan 12.
about as good a job.
Center: Nelson 21.
Guards: Smith 6, Norsworthy 9.
Windsor Tripp telling us about
his experience with white rats.
The
Murray Training School
They all got Out and took up with
Colts jumped into an early lead
the common variety of r it
with their game with the Almo
This is unusual because they us- Warriors with the first quarter
ually eon't like each others com- score being 17 to 10 and the halftime margin being 13 pcints for
pany. '
the colts.
Leading the Murray scoring was
Weather man says that It will get
D. Barnett with 16 points while
down to ten above zero tonight.
Lockhart of Almo hit the basket
We wonder what is going on in for 9 points.
17 31 42 62
the minds of 21 Americans who Murray Training
10 18 23 34
chose to accept Communism and Ain-1p
Murray Training, (62)
reject their homefolks and AmeriForwards: Waldrop 3, Cherry
ca. e,
12, Geurin.
Center: Woods 14, E Flarnett 2
As you know the Communists
Guards: Gibbs 13, D. Barnett
say they don't want them. The
Reds just used them for propa- 18, Herndon, Todd 2.
Aline 134)
ganda purposes, and nciw the 21
Forwards: Wells 3, Lockhart 9,
Americans are of no further use
Overby 3. McLeod 2.
to them..
Centers: Morris 8, Compton.
Guards: Thorn 4, Reeves. McWe Oleos they figure they made
Daniel 5, Hooks.
a mistake, to put it mildly.

HAPPY FAMILY AFTER FOILING OF KIDNAPERS

Volunteer
Army Of
omen Needed

Vol. LXXV No. 19

.7"
Pulled From
Submerged Car;
Artificial Respiration Fails

W

An army of women volunteers
will be recruited in Calloway
County, it was disclosed today:
But instead of being equipped
with rifles and bayonets, ties volunteer force will carry March of
Dimes coin containers.
The troopers make up the army
that will participate in the Mothers March on Polio on the night
of Friday, January 29. Promptly
at 7 o'clock they will go into action in an hour-long campaign
that will encompass house-to-house
calls on every home in Murray
and Calloway County where families proclaim their desire to give
to the March of Dimes.
Such willingness will ee signaled by lighting a porch lamp or
displaying a light in a front window.
"In view of the severity of our
last polio epidemic". Mrs. L. D.
Miller. Jr., end Mrs. Bill Barker,
THE HAPPY MOSKOV1TZ family after Leonard, 36 (left), was rescued from two kidnapers in San
Francisco. HU wife is partly In view at left, his father Maurice is beside him and at nght,
co-chairmen of the Mothers' March
twin brother Alfred. They are shown in San Francisco's Hall of Justice. It was a phone call to
said. "it has not become necessary
Alfred by one of the kidnaper* which resulted in their being trapped.(internatkmal Sound photo)
to belabor the public on the need
for waging this fight on the disease. All agree that providing
funds for the treatment and care
of polio patients_ and for polio
research ,needs the support of
each of us who can afford to give
Former vice-president Alben W.
even pennies to the March of
Berkley will be given a citation
Dimes."
PAD1JCAH
RP— Police
today by the National Veterans of ForeWith the development of a vac- investigated the beating he,
e of .in Wars in Paducah on January
cine that e will effectively control
odu
rloys of the Miller
Ift. according to a spokesman for
polio so nier. It
ureent that the
toatterrei or/antiunion.
' 'ea:, Mayfield, wh,tt
1954 March of Dimes produce as
The citation is being given Mr.
workers set up picket lines Monmuch help as possible.
The advisory Council of the
Barkley for his forty year: service
day.
to the nation and the veterant of Homemakers Clubs held its winter
meeting Tuesday January 19 at
Eldrid Alexander. 24, one of the the country. •
The presentation will be made the County Extension Office.
non-senking einpoyes of the daisy
Mrs. Curtis Hays. County Presiby Commander-In-Chief Weyne E
was badly beaten yesterday as he
dent. presided Reports covering
Richard.
the first quarter of the club year
was delivering milk here AlexnnJoe Manning, well known Misrwere given by county chairman
rayan is in the Jenny Stuart der was treated for bruises arourri
and leaders. Mrs. Jim Hardy WalsHospital in Hopkinsville. Kentucky, the face and head
ton, project leader in clothing
suffering from a broken hip. He
reported that 324 hats were being
Warrants were issued in Mcreportedly suffered the injury m
made by members_ A progress reCracken County Court for Hollie
a fall.
Plomer 0 Futrell has rallied to port cer the Farm and Home DeManning is seen quite often in Moffitt. L. H. Abernathy and some extent after an °per-Mien velopment
Program was given by
and near Murray riding in his James Scott, all of Mayfield, wile in Nashville. Tennessee. He Was
S. V. Foy. County Agent. He said
wagon or being pulled in a wood- .ore charged with forcing q Miller injured on January 14 when his 21 families
are enrolled in the
en sled.
Dairy -truck off the highway Mon- automobile collided with that of progiam and at present are taking
day night.
Joe RicharcrIffireee at the inter- a course in farm maiaagernent and
section of Sycamore and South home
management
The strike was called by the AFL
Fourth street.'
Mrs. J. A. Outland told of the
Teamster's Union, Loci! 236. at
He was removed to Nashville recent improvements made in the
Paducah The local has no con- from the Murray..
,Hospital.
- womens test room in the court
tract with the firm but did recoe}Kr received severe coneussicn house by the fiscal court. The
The Murray Sub District Chria: rifielt isst August as the bargain- and head injuries.
rest room is a community project
ian Workers Training School will ing agent for dairy employes.
which has been sponsored ey
begin at the First Methodist Church
Louis Page, business agent for BITS
SCHEDULES ARE
Homemakers Clubs for many years.
in Murray next Sunday, January Local 236, refused to comment on
TEMPORARILY CANCELLED
Mrs. Outland also mentioned that
24, at 2 p.m.
the reason for the strike.
Graves County Homemakers are
Enrollment will begin at the
G. R. Miller, general manager
West Kentucky Stages reported
constructing a rest roorneen Maychurch at 1:45 All those that have of the firm, said that milk re- today that bus schedules •have
field similar to the Murray Joe.
not registered before Sunday may ceived from producers will be di- been cancelled as of 2:2er this
Twelve clubs plan to send deledo so at the church. Sessions verted to other plants. The May- 'afternoon.
Icy road
conditions
gates to the Annual Farm and
will be held each evening through- trek! plant normally receives about were given as the reason for the
1-herne Convention' which will be
cancelling of schedules.
out next week.
30.000 pounds of milk daily.
held in Lexington February 2-5
and is sponsored by the Universey
of Kentucky. The Kentucky Federation of Homemakers will hold
its annual meting at the same
time.
Present for the Council Meeting were Mesdames Curtis Hays,
James Harris. Orbie Culver. Glen
Kelso,
George Wilson,
Marvin
Joel CraWfird,
Charlie
By PHIL NEWSOM
ate immediately obvious in the zerland exported $20.600,0110 'in Parks,
United Press Foreign News Editor gradual shift of opinion Iowane goods, mostly precision instruments Stubblefield. C. B. Crawford. ElWhether the United States likes trade with the Reds.
drugs and eintiiirotics. -and iniport- niter CollinCeee le. Fisk, Hansel
Ezell. Newman Ernstberger. Jim
It or not, its allies steadily are
One is the easingerie world ten- ed $12.600,000 worth.
The United States showed no ex- Hardy Walston, Vernon Butterbuilding up their trade with Rus- sions generally. Another is the
change in the Soviet approach ports but in the first eight months worth. Harold Grogan, J. A. Outsia and Red China.
American businessmen, ton are which no longer demands strategic imported $4,600,000 from Red China tared, Charles Guthrie, Miss Delia
getting restless over the fact that goods such as oil tankers and ma- and nine: million dollars through WAtland and Miss Rachel Rowland,
Home Demonstration Agent.
a market of more than 700.000,000 chine tools but instead is willing Hong Kong.

Non-Union Truck
Driver Badly
Beaten Thursday

Barkley To Get
Citation

z

Homemaker •
Council Has
Meeting

Joe Manning Has
Broken Hip

Plomer Futrell
Is Some Better
•______.

Methodist Group
Meets Sunday

t
I

Allies Of America Are Steadily Building
iws Up Trade With Russia And Communist China

'•

...

MURRAY POPULATION - - - 8.000

ROSS C7,9MBLER:DROWNS NEAR:MAYFIELD

the consumption of
ughout the nation.-

)ag

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon,January 22, 1954

people is lying fallow. Which, no
doubt, was at least partially responsible for President Eisenhowg
er's assertion last week that his
administration is reviewing . the
whole question of trade with Com-.
munist countries
A Minnesota businessman's Proposal to barter surplus Unite
States butter and cottonseed oil
for Russian goods was one example of attempts to find legitimate
avenues of trade with the Reds.
Also interested is the American
automobile industry. They already
have okayed sales of light care to
Red China.
In no case has there been a suggestion that the ban on the sale
of strategic. le, war making,
goods to the Reds be lifted, but
rather that the list of strategic
goods might be revised in the light
of events.
Two and perhaps three elements

to take consumer goods.
And a third is a build-up in the
world competitive situation as West
Germany, and Japan bent
to
regain their positions in world
trade and nations generally produce more then at any time in
their history.
London's Financial Timeteellecently compiled official figures this(rating the scope of the race for
trade with Red China. .....The figures showed that exports
to Red China from 13 countrice
jumped by more than 50 per cent
during the first 8 to 10 .months
0(4'1953 over the year before. Imports from Red, China increased
by more than one-third.
Ceylon topped the list, with
Switzerland, Germany, France and
Britain next.
Ceylon's export.; were more than
35 million dollars and her imports
just over 32 million dollars. Swit-

Meanwhile. Russia has entered
the fiercely competitive market,
apparently in a attempt to build
up her depleted- foreign currency
fends abroad. At least one reason
for the serious depletion of these
funds is supposed to be the Allied
ban on business with the Reds.
In any event: -thee Reds have
been offering cast iron on the West
European market at rates 20 per
Cent below_those of. the West European coal and steel pool.
Russia also is supposed to be
selling strategic manganese below
werld market prices, as well as
oil and grain. Only on machinery
Is she supposed to be outpriced
by the West.
Short of feeding the Communist
war machine, the Western nations
don't want to miss out on a world
market, particularly a rich one.
The Communist reasqns are more
Obscure.

Mrs. Greenfield Is
Injured By Car
Mrs. Ottice Story Greenfield of
Paris. Tennessee. is in Campbell's
Clinic in .Memphis, suffering from
a compound fracture of the right
leg between the knee and the
ankle, and a mild concussion, as
a result of being hit by an automobile -last Wednesday evening
about 6:45.
The driver Of the car, 17 year
old Billy Foust; said that he did
not see Mrs. Greenfield,
Mrs. Greenfield recently took
over as manager of the Davis
Store in Paris, and assumed hcr
auties on Jantiery 6 She formerly
was manager .41 the Joy Shempe
in Bowling Green.
She is a former Murrayan.

Icy highways and roadside water
claimed the life of Ross Chumbler,
37 year old Murray citizen last
night about 1:30
The car in which Chumbler was
riding skidded off the highway
just this side of Mayfield, end
landed upside down in water eking side the highway. Four other
men escaped the underwater'death
trap, but Chumbler was unable to
get out.
Watson Roberts of South 13th
street gave this account of the
tragedy that occurred as the five
men were returning to their homes
in Murray from the Atomic Energy
plant in Paducah.

five feet further over, he. doubted
if any of them would have survived.
The icy condition started in
Murray about 5:00 p.m. when'tee
began forming on trees and bushes.
By seven o'clock most stationer:
objects were completely covered
with ice and only the roads and
ground were not covered.
As the temperature continued tq
fall. however the roads became
glassy and the light rain turned
into sleet.
Streets in Murray had up to
one-half inch of ice eget them this
morning.

"We were returning home from
work at the plant, "Mr. Roberts
said. "and were travelink ebour
25 miles per hour through the
bottom just this side of Mayfield
The car got out of control and
skidded off into the water along
side the highway."
Mr. Roberts said that •-the car
filled quickly with the ice cold
water, as a window apparently
broke when the car went over
By FRANK JORDAN
the embankment.
Gene Thurmond was driving the United Prey Staff Correspondent
PANMUNJOM. Korea Ile The
car. he said, and Mr. Chumbler
refused
today, In
was in the front seat 'with him. Communists
The three men in the back seat, response to a final plea from tbe
Mr. Roberts. Bobby Joe Cain end Indian Command, to take hack 21
Melvin Barks. of Hazel, got out self-exiled Americans when they
through the car windows and become civilians at midnight.
Angry at the release of 21,000
Thurmond also got out.
They opened the door and tried anti-Communist Chinese and North
to pull Mr Chumbler out and Korean:. who automatically will befinally succeeded. They gay., him come free men at one second after
artificial respiration in the 28. midnight, the Reds said
peace conference must decide the
above zero weather.
fate of the unrepatriated prisoners
A motorist came by and they
all got into the car and continued now in Indian custody
The Indian Command headed by
to give Mr. Chumbler artificial
Lt. Gen, K. S Thimayea said it
respiration in the car When they
will open the wooden and barbed
reached a Mayfield Hospital this
wire gates of the "north" camp
was continued.
Mayfield Firemen broueht their tonight and abandon the soldiers
without a country.
resuscitator to the hospital. Mr.
South Korean President SenaRoberts said, and applied it to Mr.
man Rhee ordered ROK national
chumbler for almost an hour.
and military police to "prevent"
All of this work was in vain howany of the 21 Americans, 325 South
ever.
Korean and one British prisoners
Churnbler's home is located at
from entering his country from
221 Woodland street.
the neutral zone when they become
His body was taken to the Filcivilians.
beck-Cann Funeral Home in BenRhee did not reveal what steps
ton.
have been taken to prevent the
He is survived by his wife the
men from seektng sanctuary in
Wanda
Paschen,
former
Miss
South Korea if Communist Suards
daughtereof Obie Paschall of Lynn
at the northern end of the newly-al
Grove, and two daughters, Conte
enne deny them entry into North
age 5 and Roseland, age eiehteen
Korea.
•
months.
Indian Maj. Gen. S. P. P. Thorat,
The funeral will be held at
commandant of the ouard force.
Zion's Cause church, but arrangerode in a jeep to the bleak prison
ments are incomplete at the present
compound to tell the prisoners that
time.
neither the Communists nor the
Mr Roberts said when the car
Indians want them.
skidded off the icy highway, it
As far as the U. S Army WAS
turned upside down with the front
concerned, the Americana worile
half submerged. He said tiro- if
be accepted if they made a lastthe car had gone off the highway
minute change of mind.
US Secretary of the Army Robert Stevens said Wednesday as he
watched the anti Communist prisoners return to Allied custody that
wanting to
any of the America
By THOMAS E. GISH
come back would he "welcomed
Corrernondent
Staff
United Press
It was presumed that Thornt
FRANKFORT arn-The Senate t'- would give the Americans this inday passed Gov. Lawrence Weth- formation during his last visit
erby's entire tax prcerran includ- which will offer the soldiers their
ing the controversial bill to in- final opportunity to step up" and
crease cigarette taxes to three teeniest repatriation.
cents a pack.
The*Communists' refusal to take
beck the 347 prisoners who reThe cigarette bill passed by a fused to go home Was their sec77-8 vote after a 'hearing before ond negative reply to Thimayya.
the Senate convened.
whose custodianship expires at
accordance with KoIn rapid-fire order the Senate al- midnight in
armistice terms
so passed by overwhelming mar- rean
"We can not agree to your detins the governor's bill to raise
that the Indian custodial
cision
tax
on
beer
and
the consumptiem
force will withdraw its cestrely
wine and the bill to raise the tax
the Songgong-Ni north prison pari-mutuel betting as amend- from
oner of war amp after m4 (night
ed, and the pay-as-you-gn income
of Jan 22, 1954." the Communist
tax measure
_note to Thim,ayva, said
If the Ameridans turn down their
The beer and wine bill passed
be e 33-3 vote: the paremutuel last chance to accept repatriation,
disbill will have to go heck to the they will automatically fere
House for final action. The other charges as "undeeirables" and lose
measures have been passed by all pay and allowances.

Communists
Refuse 21
Americans

1000

Tax Program
Is Passed

the lower chamber
With the passage of the four tax
measures. the Administration
bounced back from its first setback of the session yesterday
when- the Senate voted 19-18 for
a public hearing on the cigarette
tax bill.
The hearing was held before the
Senate convened with four persons
representing tobacco interests opposing the measure.

.1;mmv Crouch
Now In New York
Jimmy Crouch is row Staat Mitchell Air Force Rise
in New York. His address is beine nrinted below for those who
Tereeti wish to write to hem
Lt Jimmy Crouch. 2nd Tow TA rrPt Soda Lone Island. New York,
Mitchell Air Force Basic
Lt
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New varieties of alfalfa that
appear to be well suited to the
South may be preferable in certain characteristics to the wellliked Kansas Common.
• Alfalfa in the Southeast has
been limited largely to lour varieties: Kansas Common, Chilean,
Hairy Peruvian and Argentine.
Usually Kansas Cortinion has
been recommended.

Y'S SPORTS PARADE
'Yeah, but he's not sleeping."
Slammin' Sam is a man who
has one great d Appointment. He
never has been abictato Win the
U.S. Open. He won the British
Open, the PGA. and just about
everything else you can put a finger on But no Open.
"I tried to beat Bobby Jones
when 1 was a little boy." Sam
admitted. "IM still trying."

We have heard e greet deal abbot the "new look" in
Russia lance the death, of Joseph Stalin, but the American -ne% look" under Preatuent Eisenhower presents the
grtateat 014114110 in te vitifist
_

NEW YORK. Jan. 22, ilh--They
came to honor Bobby Jones but
they stayed to congratulate Sammy Snead.
For the Stammer' stole the show
The Truman policy of "containment of Communism" at the annual golf write.s'
Thursday night. And. as on; of the
is dead, if we are to give crtaience to Secretary of State very finest
who ever strode a
John batter Pulite Itir what the Kisenhower A.C111111116lIg- fairway. the Incomparable
•
demonstrated his gi eatness
tion foreign policy .ia.
When he landed grand slam Boblie has issued • blunt warning to International Corn- by as.
The greateat player we've ever
paunism that any further aggression which occurs ally-

where in the world as a resuit of the Communist deter- I You
I had.
can get an argument un
=nation to "expand'• ma y• cau,se immediate attack on that. From the people who believe
that a Little man named Ben HoMOitCOW or Peiping, or both.

The newcomers—Narragansett.

71101/11L1
ROCKFORD. Ill. aft-C. M. Linder today blamed "bats in the
belfry" for his poor television reception.
/ After being assured by a local
station that the picture was leaving the studio all right Linder
went to the attic to look at his
antenna.
Re fotuid a bat perched u41 top
of it...

Kan' is the greatest of them alt
and they are many. and also
from those who look on the
Stammer as the best. But if they
ever hold a National Open popularity contest chipping and putRight at the time when both Soviet Russia and Corn- I ting over the crockery. tke longstriding man from the mountains
munist China are arming to the teeth, and calling addi- !w:11 be front and centar.
tional men into service, the United States intends to cut -I never saw Jones until 1037."
i Snead said "Course. I hs6 heard
4.he size of its army, navy and the marines.
'The air force also has been cut, as tar as dollars and of hale So we played together
that first year I made the tournaJams are concerned, but the Administration insists it will ment circuit, along with
Lawson
larger, and have far more striking power, than Little and Ed Dudley I was lucky
re, and it is no secret that our supply of atomic enough to di ive the first green
and they tell me nobody tad ever
sPons is ample to meet any emergency and that we done that before.
ave the facilities for delivering them rapidly anywhere ' But on the 17th h4le, Bobby
r holed out a 30-foot putt and then
the world.
i on the 18th he chipped into the
.Senator befauver believes the "get tough" policy with lcup
user a bush or somelhing.
a t1,0 Reds right at this time isa mistake and that it is a -Bobby played quite vitt':
'
threat to the coating four Power Conference. Some Snead grinned.
Snead said that this gave' him
. other Democrats feel the same way.
an indication--seven years after
In striking contrast are the opinions of Senators Rus- Jones had "retired' -ataiut the
sell of Georgia and Symington of Missouri, both of whom kind of go/f of which Junes was
have warmly endoraed the Administration policy as ex- capable.
NEW YORK-Siodent escapees
Snead recalled playing with anpressed by the President and Secretary of State.
other of the golfing great Walter from Kremlin tyranns sign FreeAnother issue Secretary Dulles has made clear is that Hagen..add lifer-red thSt 'Zone/ dom • Omens ID Wit Orasade fer
Freedom. These showl
n Ai
the fate of the unfortunate anti-Communist prisoners of was capable of the same kind of among a group of 58 also :
strategy for which •T'n • Haig"
the Crusade under the speamilitwar being held in the neutral zone of Korea will not be was Lia MOUS.
ship of the Free Europe 1.1nlvera bargaining point for the Reds at the Berlin Conference.
-Once Hagen was to pay Leo
shy in Exile-a U.S. Scholarship
They are to be freed, period. And•failure to free them Diegel in the PGA tin-ls and program through which the stusomebody saw Waiter Out at 2:30
dents attend 45 various American
in accordance with agreement will mean resumption of in the morning."
Snead mid.
universities. The group contribthe shouting war in Korea.
-Somebody approached Hagen and
uted 58 Truth Dollars toward the
If the statement of the Preattient and--Seeretstry-of said. Afisii should be- -heme-trr-bed support el 111141fe Free Kerepe
whom
Inspired many
State mean anything it is that the old Truman-Acheson because Diegel has been in bed of thembroadcasts
to escape.
since nine o'clock ' Hagen replied:

are sick and tired of trying to defend individual
countries against aggression as the Truman Administration did in Korea, the statement says if we read between

IrEv).--7even

foreign policy in dead. From now on the United States
will have the initiative, or'l . there .will be no conference.
And another thing la'1 1lest,41ijo country will never again
agree to a division of "spheres of influence" with the
Reds.
We do not recognize Communist possession of tiny territory 481111.3t its will. And that goes for China as well
as Poland. Also we are fed up with laying waste isolated territory like North Korea.
Hereafter when the boys in Moscow and Peiping talk
rough they have nowhere to look but straight up because
that's where our air force intends to strike. We don't
have enough men to fight like we did in Korea, and we
don't intend to fight that way any more. '

NICHQLS SAYS
B1 ilialthio& W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent

Atlantic, Williamsburg and Buffalo perform well from the standpoint of yield and give southern
growers a wide choice.
Narragansett, developed in
Ilhode Island, has a very dark
green color and high percentage FieM
a Kansas Common alfatla
of leaves; therefore, if properly
in Alabama.
handled it produces the highest
quality hay. It has shown considerable resistance to lest spot
and stem rot diseases, but is
susceptible to bacterial wilt.
Buffalo is similar to Kanto
Common from which It is a selection, but is resistant to wilt
Each of the other new varieties has its own superior traits.
Boron is required for satisfactory production of alfalfa on practically all southeastern soils. This
trace element, generally applied
as borax., increases yields and
improves quality and lengthens
life of stands. Alfalfa receiving
no borax or additional potash
failed after the second cutting,
hut where borax and additional
potash had been added, it thrived
Aso. Esp.
throughout the remainder of the Nana/amen Aratis Is Alabama.
season. Boron deficiency often grow
lowers the quality of hay before lime on the acid soils unless
much difference In yields is lime is added. The addition of
to soils generally accentuates the
"IttedeX
excessive rates of borax are general need for boron. The
recommendations for slused for alfalfa, less tolerant Jaffa
crops following might be affected from 2specify the application of
to 4 tons of lime and 800
adversely. But it has been shown to 1000
pounds of 0-12-20 per
that 20 to 25 pounds of borax acre
annually, depending on soil
per acre is sufficient for alfalfa,
requirements,
plus 20 to 25
and at this {ate there is little pounds
danger of toxicity in crops which needed of borax. Lime is not
on
the
alkaline
soils of the
follow if one growing season has black
eplla
iepdsed since the borax was ap- borax belt area. Even though
is required in relatively
small amounts, the lack of it
Alfalfa has the highest lime can cause
requirement of any crop grown where the a cro tailure even
other nutrients are
In the Southeast and will not
supplied in adequate amounts.
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anda.Mrs. Ralph ei..111inai.e;
shopped in Paris. Saturciry. While
they were there they visited-Mr.
and Mra. Waitress kyles.
Mrs. Deurge
spena
Jellaina
Saturday( ululation
with
Mee'.
Glynn Orr.
January 21, 1954
Mr. and Mrs: Hugh Paschall and
Mrs. Ina Paschall- Visited Mr. and
Charlie Wicket- is in th? RiverWs. Z'ell Orr haturday ingot.
side Hospital after an operation,
Mr. aml Mrs. Adoainus Paschall
Saturday night. Mr. Wicker is
still on crutches from a broken and sod. Max, and U. and Mrs.
Oman Paschall visited - Mn. ana
hip he suffered in AtiguaL
Mis. R. 1). Key r riday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ina Pas.4.1,211 visitThose visiting Mrs. Ella Morris
and Zipora Sunday were Mr. and ed Mr. 4riu Mrs. One hey Sul.Mrs. Douglass Vandyke. of Padu- day.
cah. Mrs. Geoege Jenkins. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. it. D.-"Xuy and Mrs.
Witold Or`r, Mr. and Mr. Morris 'Oman Pasciia.1 visited Mr. and
Jenkins and sons, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Warren
Paris,
Syses in
Oman Paschall. Mr., and Mrs. H. Weunesday afternoon.
D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Mr. and hue._ Oqean Paschall
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen Mor- visited tr. and Mrs.' Cuyn Nance
ris and son. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sunday night.
Gallimore and son, and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ciallimuie
Mrs. Glynn Orr and son.
visited Mrs. Barnie Paschall, Saturday.
Mr. Cooper Jones remains on
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
the sick list.
visited- Mr. and Mrs. Cloys MarMr. John Paschall of Jones Mill tin.
Sunday afternoon.
remains about the same.
Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Orr
Mr and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key visited spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and Tell On.
gamily Saturday night.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Herbert Farley
from Nashville visited her parents.
BIG MELP
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones over
the weekend.
,GREEN BAY, Wis. eh-Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and Pearson would be in Me dog
Sylvia Kuykenciall visited Mr. and house today-if he had one.
Mrs. Tell Orr Sunday night. Their
Pearson put an electric heating
little son, Rickie. was ill Satur- pad in the dog's house Tuesday
day night.
to protect his pet from near-zero
Gary. Lynn Fletcher is s.Lit with weather. A short circuit sent the
a cold.
dog out into the cold, destroyed
Mr. and Mi. Bardon Nance as- the dog house and did $200 damage
sisted Iv_ and Mrs. Billy Nance to- Peal son's,, home.
in moving from Paris, to the Fred
Humphreys place in Kentucky,
Monday
Mr and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Creomulsion spreads a comforting
daughter visited Mrs. Ella Morris
film over throat membranes, gives
Thursday night.
relaxing aid, helps expel clogging
phlegm, goes into the bronchial sysMr. and Mrs. Billy Nance and
tem for still grea.tr corn;ort and relief.
son and Me Aricil Wick..T visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key Thursday
afterriaon.
,7,..as Camara, Chest Colds. Acura Si
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Murray Loose Leaf Ili.rket was leading the Western
Dark Fired District by a substantial margin.
Death of Dr. E. D. Covington stuns Murray. Beloved
physician dies of heart trouble at home Sunday morning.
Miss Clara Rimmer directs dance program at meeting
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Cunningham celebrate golden wedding anniversary on January 10. Only two of their
children, Harry Cunningham and Mrs., Eugene Shipley,
were able to be present.
I. The annual Bible Institute to be held at the Memorial
Bata* Church. •
Saturday and Fourth Monday specials listed by Robeh Swann, local groceryman,

Washing-ton,__The experts on dairy animals now are
looking at the heads of coiva to determine how much
10 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
milk they will produce.
Ledger & Times File
For that, you have the word of the Agricultural ReJanuary 20, 1944
search administration.
Lt. Jean Crawford is v isiting his parents, Mr. and
cow experts make an intensive study of animals at
Mrs.
Wade Crawford, after winning his silver wings
Departmen
Beltsville,
center
research
t
Md.,
of the
the.
of Agriculture, in cooperation with 20 cooperating state and being commissioned a second lieutenant as a pilot.
James Forest Thompson, Billy Ray Wilson and Cialen
experiment stations. Some 35U Holstein and 345 Jetsei
Miller
Thurman Jr have enlisted in the U. S. Marine
cows. were measured from tail to big brown eyes.
•
,i.co/1w
conclusion:
department
this
came
to
The
Tremon Beale writes poem, "Home' With The Flu",
A cow with a long head is apt to give more milk
'which
is published in this week's issue.
yeu than one with a short head.
Ralph Mccuiston of Ft. Belvoir, Va., is spending
Cpl.
!
groups
"This also was true of similar stbdies of other
week
this
with' girs7 McCuiston and daughter.
Beltsville,said.
it
cows
at
of heifers and
That doesn't mean you should ask your milk man if I 141.s H. 'B. Bailey. Sr., is expected to return this week
the cow that produced your quart of milk *ore a long from Jacksonville. Ha., where she visited her son, Ensign James R. Bailey.
or a short one.
Frank Lancaster, manager of the Varsity Theatre, is
delivered
milk
you
get
'"The
expert
it:
put
one
As
called
for service in the Army.
from the dairy at home doesn't come from the same
cow. It's a cooperative effort since all of the milk is put
in one big bucket."
FIVE YEARS AGO TODAY
The D of A reports incidentally. that & cow which
Ledger & Times File
does not produce 5,000 pounds of milk a year_-two and
January 22, 1949
a half tons___isn'te worth her hay, mash and salt.
Loyd Perry, son of Mrs. lklyrtis Perry of New Concord,
She barely makeslher owner a profit." the departwas struck tot an.-aotomobi le last -night-about- si
ment said.
The overall riport-apart from the measurements of freIrr his home. He is now in a critical condition.
Murray,-Almo, Hazel and New Concord win in baskheads and other parts of the cows-involved an analysis
games played -last night.
etball
cows.
950,000
about
of records from
eSectrical.engineer in Chicago says- color television
The bureau. in regard to large and small heads, did .A,11
widespread use for at least eight
point this out: Sculptors and artists use head lengths will not be ready for
years.
proportions
establishing
body
.
as a basis for
Miss Charlotte Owen and William M. Barker were
The department also would have you know that it has
married
in Jackson, Tenn., on January 15.
learned of the development of a new short-time methtickets
ace now on sail at Murray State .College.
OVC
pasteurized
from
od for making American cheddar cheese
livesto( k market good,quality fat
Murray
the
On
only
industry-requires
-available
to
milk. This method
tri l'Ad vier. hirodrPri ittoindu
•tf c.r.t nl I. at
241 hours,
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THIS IS THE SECOND of three ransom notes received by the family
of Leonard lioskovitz, 36, prominent San Francisco real estate
man, before tie was rescued from kidnapers. (inlertaalionni)
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Suburbanites
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• Up to 91% more
"start-ability• Up to 394. more
"stop-ability"

Do it now...de. posit every week
----,-uhrt have the
money in 1954 to
give your family ;.
the very merriest
Christmas ever. -

Massa Wohlf
\amyl! 5 10 artata
t5.0.54
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dry roads
•

More rubber

on

for

longer wear

straight
way over
a first ti
Mg nvairj
Don iotj
arm and

No need to shovel out ":"'or suffer costly delays
this
winter. Get Suburbanites by Goodyear. The Suburbanite's powerful multi-cleated tread has 1S56 knifelike slIges that take hold in mud, snow and slosii-So
pull you through winter's'worst-Stop -In make
your
deal for the extra safety — extra traction ofnew
Suburbanites by Goodyear NOW!
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WITH THE ST. LAWRENCE
SEAWAY project a subject
of hot debate in Congress
at a glance some idea of
, this map gives you
its effect. Ocean liners coul
d traverse the St. Lawren
the Great Lakes, thus mak
ce and pass through
ing seaports of the grea
gress %%mild sonropri
t clties along their shor
ate $105,000,000 for proj
es. The bill in Conect Canada is expected to
build It alone. If necessar
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SUPPORT Tel cRUSADI FOR
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TV Schedule
SUNDAY, JANUARY
24
WSM-TV
11:30 This Is The Life
12:00 Youth Wants To
Know
12;0 Froptiers of Fait
h
1:00 American Inve
ntory
1:30 Your Future
Unlimited
1:55 News
2:00 Roy Rogers
3:00 King Richard IT
500 Football
5:30 The World This Wee
k
6:00 Winchell-Mahone
y Show
6•30 Mr. Peepers
7:00 Comedy Hour'
8:00 TV Playhouse
9:00 Inner Sanctum
9:30 Movietime

MORRISTOWN-Amon
g New Jersey'industr
ial plants which will
welcome the Crusade for
Freedom's motor-trailer disp
sill be the Mennen
lay next month
Company, makers of men
's toiletries. Above, Executive Vice Presiden
t William Mennen Jr. (thi
rd from left) gets
line to sign the Crus
in
ade's Freedom Scroll pled
ging support to the
Radio Free Europe
broadcasts to the enslaved
people behind the Iron
Curtain. With Mr.
Mennen are (I. to r.) Tho
mas Leonard, Lillian Per- _
koaki, and Elizabeth
Benton. Personnel Man
ager David Nagle collects
"Truth Dollars" dona
ted by signers for Radi
o Frte Europe. The CruWSIV:TV
sade's "Freedom Tan
k" in 14 hich eight Czec
hs escaped to freedom last
Copyright 1954
July will be exhibite
d at the plant during a
N.
J.
tour
SUNDAY,'JANUARY
motor -trailer Display
of the Crusade's
24
from Feb. 1 to Feb.
12.
1:30 Georgetown U.
Forum
2:00 Know Your Bibl
e
2:30 Omnibus, CBS
400 Super Circus
5:00 Facts Forum
5•30 George Jeseel
4b
8:00 Life with Father
8:30 Jack Benny
7:00 Ed Sullivan. Toas
t of Town
8:00 G. E. Theatre
8:30 Man Behind the
Badge
9:00 The Web
9:30 Steel Hour
10.30 Peter Potter Sho
w
11110 The Pastreets-'Stu
dy
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GETTING READY FOR A
RECEPTION
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Memorial Baptist
Churcb
slain Street at "tenth
S
Byler. Pastor
Sunday School
. 9:30 a. in.
Morning Worship
Baptist Training Uni
on 6.15 p.m
Evangelistic Hour
745 ism
Tuesda
300 p.m.
H. L. Hardy Jr Chap
ter or R. Aar
meets at 1302 Poplar
St
Wednesday
300 p.m.
Sunbeam Band Mee
ts at chure,
teachers at offten.. mee
t ng 7-(1111
G. A.'s meeting at
the church MOO
p.rp
Prover. Praha.
and
Penowship
Service
Wed. 7:30 o m

WMC-TV
SUNDAY, JANUARY
24
10:15 Previews and
News
10:30 Excursion
11,00 Mr. Wizard
11 30 Industry on Par
ade
11:45 Captain Hartz
12:00 Zoo Parade
12:30 Frontiers of Fait
h
Elm Grove Baptist
1.00 American Inventor
y
Chureb
Rev Leonard
1.30 American Forum
Paator
of the Air
Sunday School
200 Your Future Unli
mited
10 am
Morning Worship
2-25 News
...... 11 am
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2:30 Kukla, Fran and
6 p.m
011ie
Prayer and Bible
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Study Wsdn'ti•
day
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rt
Women's Missionary
4.00 Roy Rogers
Service First
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each month 7-00 p.m
430 Range Rider
Sunbeam Band, Girl'
5:00 Meet The Press
., Auxiliary
and
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5.30 St'O' Erwin
meet
6:00 Paul %Vim-hell
Kirksey Baptist
6:30 Mr. Peepers
Church
. Half-Mile West
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8:00 TV Playhouse
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Sunda!
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1 9:30 Who Said Tha
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Sunday School
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1000 News
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:10 Weather
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10:15 News Weekly
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The second annual
"hercisinee's
and fieldrnen's shor
t course will
be held at the Univ
ersity of Kentucky College of
Agriculture at
Lexington Feb. 15-17.
Cooperating
in the course will be
the Kentucky
Purebred Dairy Catt
le Association. I
the Kentucky Manu
factured' Milk
Improvement Associat
ion and the
Kentucky Cream
Improvement Association.
Her &men will rece
ive instruction in feeding,
b./Electing and
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TON- Americans in action for the
Freedom. Plenty Ford U. eltatrntan of
Ike American Heritage Foundation
chairman of the Crusade for Freedom
to support Radio Free Surene with
Reuther, president of the CIO: vice
the American Heritage foundation
airman of the Crusade for Freedom.
oust with rnemhers of 150 other nsimtions, actively support the cernAMAIN Freedom Scroll signers and
tgth Dollars for Radio Free turope.
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New varieties of alfalfa that
appear to bit well suited to the
South may be preferable in certain characteristics to the well.
lb
liked Kansas Common
d or mirth
Alfalfa in the Southeast has
been limited largely to tour variJAiitARY 22:1954
eties: Kansas Common, Chilean,
Hairy Peruvian and Argentine.
Reg U S Pat O.
Yeah. but he's not sleeping."
Usually Kansas Common has
Ay OSCAR ittAt.fy
Slammin Sam is a man who
been recommended.
Press Sports Writer
has one great d ;appointment He
The newcomers—Narragansett,
We have-heard si great deal about the "new look" in
Atlantic, Williamsburg and BufNEW YORK J011 22, III—They never has been able to win the
falo perform well from the standRussia since the 0044 of Joseph Stalin, but the Amen- came to honor Bobby Jones but US. Open. He won the British
point of yield and give southern
can -new
Untle.r Preaioent Eisenhower presents the they stayed to congratulate Sam- Open, the PGA. and just about
growers a wide choice.
everything
else
you
can
put
a
Anin,y Snead.
Narragansett, developed in
grC.B$04$ cnarkge in tile ,,vorIsi.
ger on. But no Open.
*bode Island, has a very dark
Fur the Stammer' stole the show
green
color and high percentage Field of
Kansas Common alfalfa
The Truman policy of "containment of Communism" at the appual golf write.s' dinne. "I tried to beat Bobby Jones of leaves;
therefore, if properly
in Alabama.
night. And. as On: of the when I was a, little boy." Sam
handled it produces the highest
is dead, if we are to give credence to Secretary of State Thursday
very finest who ever strode- a adrrutted. "I'm still trying."
quality hay. It has shown conJohn beater Pollee tor what the iiisehhower Administra- fairway, the insomparable hillsiderable resistance to leaf spot
and stern rot di
, but is
billy demonstrated his gpeatness
tion foreign policy Ja.
susceptible
to bacterial wilt.
when he landed grand slam sobTIOUSILS
Buffalo
Is
similar
to Kansas
He has issued # blunt warning to International Com- by as.
Common tress which It is a seROCKFORD. Ill.
Si. Lin"The greatest player wt'se ever
lection, but la resistant to wilt.
MILUILSM that any thrther aggression which occurs anyder today blamed "bats in the
Each of the other new variwhere in the world AS a result of the CoMMUtilst deter- bad."
eties has Its own superior traits.
You can get an argument on belfry" for his poor television reception.
mination to "expand" may cause immediate attack on that. From the people who believe
Boron is required for satisfactory production of alfalfa on pracAfter being assured by a local
that a little man named Ben HoMoecow or Peiping, or butts
s
tically
all southeastern soils. This
station
that the picture was leavs
gan is the greatest of them all.
trace element, generally applied
the studio all right Linder
- Ve are sick and - tired of trying to defend individual and they .re many. and ALSO ing
as borax, increases yields and
went to the attic to look at his
improves quality and lengthens
countriea against aggression as the Truman Administra- from those who look on the antenna.
life of stands. Alfalfa receiving
Stammer as the best. But if they
tion
in Korea, the statement says if we read -between ever hold J National Open popu- He found a bat perched nit top
no borax or additional potash
at it
failed after the second cutting,
larity contest chipping end putl lines.
hut where borax and additional
potash had been added, it thrived
Right at the time when both Soviet Russia and Com- ting over the crockery. the long.
striding man from the mountains
throughout the remainder of the NarraganseU
rAlabatt:
munist China are arming to the teeth, and calling addi- will be front and center.
season. Boron deficiency often grow
on the acid soils unless
lowers the quality of hay before
tional men into service, the United States intends to cut "I never saw Jones until 1937,"
much difference In yields is lime is added The addition of
lime to sods generally accentuSne.d said "Course. I hat. heard
.4he size of its army, navy and the marines.
noted.
ates the need for boron.
him.
of
The
So
we
played
together
If
excessive
rates
of borax are general recommendatio
"The air force also has been cut, as far as dollars and
ns for althat lira year I made the tournaused for alfalfa, less tolerant falfa
specify
the
application
..,ce.tas are concerned, but the Administration insists it will ment circuit, along with Lawson
of
crops following might be affected from
2 to 4 tons of lime and 800
advertely. But it has been -shown to
t=even larger, and have far more striking power, than Little and Ed CrOdley. I was lucky
that 20 to 25 pounds of borax acre1000 pounds of 0-12220. per
annually, depending on sod
-bOore, and At is no secret that our supply of atomic enough to drive the first grean
per acre is sufficient for alfalfa.
requirements, plus 20 to 23
and they tell me nobody had ever
and
at
this
rate
there
is
little
pounds of
&Polls is ample to meet any emergency and that we done that before.
danger of toxicity in crops which needed on borax. Lime is not
the alkaline soils of the
. ave the fucilities for delivering them rapidly anywhere '•But on the 17th hole. Robby
follow if one growing season has black
belt area. Even though
elapsed since the torait wall ap- borax _ is
holed out
30-foot putt and then
the world.
.
required
in relatively
plied
small amounts, the lack of it
1 on the lain he chipped into the
Alfalfa has the highest time can cause
,Senator iiefauver believes the "get tough" policy with icup
user a bush or sometning.
.
requirement of any crop grown where the a crop failure even
other nutrients are
st tile Reds right at this time is a Mistake and that It RS ii 'Bobby played quite wel1.7
In the Southeast and will nott supplied
in adequate amounts.
• tfireat to the coining Four Power Conference. Some Snead grinned.
Snead said that this gave him
other Democrats feel the same way.
indication--seven years after
In striking contrast are the opinions. of Senators Rus- Jones had "retirecr—ai.uut the I
sell of Georgia and Symington of Missouri, both of whom !kind et golf of which Jones was
assrrve th• nett to relent anj Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
%NMI iteena which I. MY opinion are not for the best interest

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

CONTAKUNT POLICY DEAD

l‘d

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Galliinure
shopped in Paris, Saturday. While
they 1.vere there they visiter?Ar.
anti Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Mrs,
Gtoige
sps-1
Jenkins
Saturday
attei noon
with
Wynn Orr.
January 21, 1954
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschall and
Mrs. Ina Paschall tutted Mr. and
Charlie Wicker is in tbc RiverMrs. Tell Ott Saturday ri.gnt.
side Hospital after an operation,
Mr. dna Mrs. Aduipnus Paschall
Saturday night. Mr. Wicker is
and son, Max, and ntr. and Mrs.
still on crutches from a broken
Oman Paschall- ttisitizd Mr. aria
hip he suffered in August.
Mrs. R. D. Avy rriday want.
Mr. and Mrs. Ina Pas-n.711 visitThose visiting Mrs. Ella Morris
and Zipera Sunday were Mr. and ed Mr. aria Mrs. One hey susMrs. Douglass Vandyke o(„Padu- day.
Mr. arid Mrs. h. D. Key and Mrs.
cab, Mrs. George Jenkins. Mrs.
Milfoil Orr. Mr. and Mr' Morris Oman Pascria,1 visited Mr.. Jtid
Jenkins and sons, Mr. 40' Mrs. Mrs. Warren
Paris,
SylitS in
Oman Paschall, Mr., and Mrs. R.- Wes.inesd..y afternoon.
D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. warren
Mr. and his. Oman Paschall
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylcn Mor- visited Mr. and Mrs. Cyan Nance
ris and son. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph "Dalhmore
Gallimore and son, and Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and son.
• visited Mrs. Burnie Paschall, Saturday.
Mr. Cooper Jones remains on
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
the sick list.
visited. Mr. and Mrs. Cloys MarMr. John Paschall of Jones M111 tin.
Sunday afternoon.
remains about the same.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Urr
Mr and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key visited spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and Tell Orr.
family Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farley
from Nashville visited her parents.
BIG YELP
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones over
the weekend.
,GREEN BAY. Wis. ttfi---Gsordon
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and Pearson Would be in the dig
Sylvia Kuykendall visited Mr. and house today-if he had one.
Mrs. Tell Orr Sunday night. Their
Pearson put en electric heating
little son, Rickie, was ill Satur- pad in the dog's house fuesday
day night.
to protect his pet from near-zero
Gary Lynn Fletcher is si:it with weather. A shott circuit sent Inc
dog out into the cold. -des.roy(
a cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Etardon Nance as- the dog house and did $200 damage
sisted Mr. and Mrs. Billy Nance to Psaison's horne.
in moving from Paris, to the Fred
Humphreys place in Kentucky,
Monday
Mr and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Creomulsion spreads a comforting
daughter visited Mrs. Ella Morris film over throat
membranes, gives
Thursday .mght.
relaxing aid, helps expel clogging
phlegm,
goes into the brons:hial absMr. and Mrs Billy Napce and
tern for still greaser corn.Ort and relief.
son and MI. Ancil WicItcr visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key Thursday
aft, rnoon

North Fork
News

Fetli tog% Re!ial

I

CREOMULS.14',N
„tie...
Comas. Chest Cafes Ave, B.

since

foreign policy is dead. From now on the United States
will have the initiative, or there will be no conference.
And another thing i* that this-scountry will never again
agree to a division of "spheres of influence" with the
Reds.
We do not recognize Communist possession of any territory against its will. And that goes for China as well
as Poland. Also we are fed up with laying waste isolated territory like North Korea.
Hereafter when the boys in Moscow and Peiping talk
rough they have nowhere to look but straight up because
that's where our air force intends to strike. __We don't
have enough men to fight like we did in Korea, and we
don't intend to fight that way any more.
or•-•*

NICHCILS SAYS

.

By HARMON W. NICHOLS

United Press Staff Correspondent

nine o'clock ''Hagen replied: I

NEW YORK—Student escapees
from Kremlin tyranti.i sign Freedom •Nereils to See Crusade few
Freedoms Those show/A were
among a group of 54 Mae 'aimed
the Crusade under the sponsorship of the Free Europe University in Exile—a C. S. Scholarship
program through which the students attend 45 various American
universities. The group contributed 511 Truth Dollars toward the
support of Radio Free Europe
whose brtiadeasts Inspired many
of the ti escape.
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Phil pre
lighted a
said sent
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need to shovel mit 77T-or suffer costly delays
this
winter. Get Suburbanites. by Goodyear. The Suburbanite's powerful multi-cleated tread has BM knife-
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Do it now...deposit every week
— and hare Ore
money in 1954 to
give your family
the very merriest
Christmas ever.
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THIS IS THE SECOND of three ransom notes received by the family
of Leonard Moskovitz, 36. prominent San Francisco real estate
man, before be was rescued from kidnapers.
(international)

Washington,_The experts on dairy animals ,now are
the heads of cows to determine how much
10 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
milk they will produce.
Ledger & Times File
For that, you have the word of the Agricultural ReJanuary 20, 1944
search administration.
Lt. Jean Crawford is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Cow experts make an intensive study of animals at
Mrs.
Wade Crawford, after winning his silver wings
the Beltsville, Md.. research center of the Department,
being
and
commissioned s second lieutenant as a pilot.
of Agriculture, in cooperation with 20 cooperating state
James
Forest
Thompson, Billy Ray Wilson and Galen
Holstein
Jerses
345
and
experiment stations. Some 350
Miller Thurman, Jr., have enlisted in the V.'S. Marine
cows were measured from tail to big brown eyes.
Corps.
•
_
The department came to this conclusion:
. Tremon Beale writes „poem, ',Home With The Flu",
A cow with a long head is apt to give more mil, a
which is published in this weelni4ssue.
year than one with .a short head.
Cpl. Ralph McCuiston of Ft. Belvoir, Va., is spending
"This also was true of similar studies of other groups
week with Mrs. McCuiston and daughter.
this
of .11 eifers and cows at Beltsville," it said.
Mrs.
H. B. Bailey, Sr., is expected to return this week
I
That doesn't mean you should ask your milk man if
Jacksonvill
from,
e, Fla., where she visited her son, Enwore
long
milk
quart
a
of
your
prodOced
the cow that
'Bailey.
,James
sign
R.
or a short one.
Frank Lancaster, manager of the Vaxsity Theatre, is
As one expert put it: "The' milk you get dernhered
called
for service in the Army.
same
from the dairy at home doesn't come from the
milk
put
effort
since
is
;
the
of
all
cooperative
cow. k's a
in one big bucket."
FIVE YEARS AGO TODAY
The D of A reports incidentally, that a cow which
Ledger Be Times File
dues not produce 5,000 pounds of milk a year_two and
January 22, 1949
•
a half tons_san't worth her hay, mash a,nd..salt.
Loyd Perry, son rif, MN. Myrtia Perry 'of New Concord,
"She barely makes her owner w...praL'_thZdep-art.wits'struek
by an automobile last night about six Jr-crock
ment said.
home.
near
his
- He is now in a critical condition.
measuremen
of
ts
from
the
report-apart
The overall
Murray,
Hazel andsNew Concord win in baskAlmo,
heads and Other parts of the cows-involved an analysis
games
played
etball
-last night.
of records fruna about 950,000 cows.
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Murray Loose Leaf Murket was leading the Western
Dark Fired District by as aubstantial margin. Death of Dr. E. % Covington stuns Murray. Beloved
physician dies of heart trouble at ,horne Sunday morning.
Miss Clara Rimmer directs dance program at meeting
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Cunningham celebrate golden wedding anniversary on January 10. Only two of their
children, Harry Cunningham and Mrs.' Eugene Shipley,
were able to be present.
The annual Bible Institute to be held at the Memorial
Baptist Church.
Saturday and Fourth Monday specials listed by Robert Swann, local groceryman.
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have warmly endorsed the Administration policy as ex-4 capable.
Snead recalled playing with anpressed by the President and Secretary of State.
• other of the golfing great, Walter !
Another issue Secretary Dulles has made clear is that Hagan. .and 'alferred issi 'Saheb!'
the 144 a cue unfortunate anti-Comnaurust prisoners of was capable of the same -kind of !
strategy for
_Haig"
war being held in the neutral zone of Korea will not be' was Limous, wItich
a bargaining point for the Reds at the Berlin Conference. "Once Hagen was to I:lay Leo
They are is be freed, period. And failure to free them Thegel in the PGA limly and,
somebody saw Walter out at 2:30
in accordance with agreement will mean resumption of in the morning."
Snead said.
shooting
war in Rorea.
the
-Somebody approached Hagen and
If the statement of the President and Secretary of said. 'You should be home an bed
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WITH THE ST. LAWRENCE SEA
WAY project a subject of
hot debate In Congress, this
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its effect. Ocean liners coul
d traverse the St. Lawren
the Great Lakes, thus mak
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will be the Mennen
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s toiletries. Above, Executive Vice President
William Mennen Jr. (thi
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ade's Freedom Scroll pled
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Radio Free Europe
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Freedom. henry Ford II chairman of
the American heritage Foundation
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to support Radio Free Europe with
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, CONTAMMF..NT flGt.,ICY DEAD

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE
1(cah. but he', not sleeping.Slammin. Sam is a men who
has one great d sappotntment. He
never has been able to win the
NEW YORK. Jan 2.2,
came to honor Bobby June, but U.S. Open. He won the British
they stayed to congratulate Sam- Open. the PGA. and just about
everything else you can put a finmy Snead.

now rm.

ger on. But no

Open.
Fur the Shimmer' stole the show
The Truman policy of "containment of Communism" at the annual gulf write.s' drone, "I tried to beat Bobby Jones
was a little boy," Sam
night. And, as on.: of the when
is dead, if we are to give credence to Secretary of State Thursday
very finest who ever strode a admitted. -I'm still trying."
John baster j.killea lig what the ilisenhower Administra- fairway, the incomparable hillbilly demonstrated has
eatness
tion foreign policy Is.
when he landed grand slam BobTROWILE
He has issued.blunt warnins to International Coin- by as.
pianism that any further aggression which occurs any- -The greatest player we've ever ROCKFORD. Ill. 011—C. IL Linder today blamed "bats in the
where in the world as a result of the Communist deterYou can get an argument on belfry" for his poor television remination tq "expand" may cause immediate attack on that. From the people who believe ception.
Atter being assured by a local
that a little man named Ben HoMoscow or Peiping, or both.
gan is the greatest of them all. station that the picture was leavthe studio all right Linder
'Ve are sick and tired of trying to defend individual and they are many. and also ing
went to the attic to look at his
countries against aggression as the Truman Administra- ftom those who look on the antenoa.
Shimmer as the best. But if they
ite found a bat perched olt top
n did in. Korea, the statement says if we read between ever hold a National Open popu.01 it.
larity contest chipping and putlines.
Right at the time when both Soviet Russia and Com- ting over the crockery, the longstriding man from
mountains
munist China are arming to the teeth, and calling addi- will be front end the
center.
tional men into service, the United States intends to cut -1 never saw Jones until 1937."
Snead said. 'Course. I heti heard
„1,he size of its army, navy and the marines.
"The air force also has been cut, as far as dollars and of him. Su we played together
that first year I made the tournaare concerned, but the Administration insists it will ment circuit, along
with Lawson
-..
--reven larger, and have far more striking power, than Little and Ed Dudley. I was lucky
-'.
re, and it is no secret that our -supply of atomic enough to drive the first green
and they tell me nobody had ever
*Pons iS smile tp meet any emergency and that we dune that before.
Ave the facilities for delivering them rapidly anywhere "But on the 17th hole. Bobby
holed out
30-foot putt and Men
the v.orld.
on the lath he chipped into the
,Senator Uefauver believes the "get tough" policy with cup
aver a bush or something,
id tipt Reds right at this time is a mistake and that it is a
"Bobby
played
quite
well,"
.17 tfireat to the coming roof Power Conference. Some Snead grinned.
Snead said that this gave him
other Democrats feel the same way.
an indication--seven years after
In striking contrast are the opinions of Senators Rus-'
Tones had "retirce—,d"
the
sell.of Georgia and Symington of Missouri, both of whom kind of golf of which Jones was
have warmly endorsed the Administration policy as ex- capable.
NEW YORK—Student escapees
Snead recalled playing with anTrani Kremlin tyranny sign Freepressed by the President and Secretary of State.
other of tne golfing great,. Walter

A

.
rat,

Another issue Secretary Dulles has made clear is that
•
the fitly' the unfortunate anti7,Commulust prisoners of
war being held in the nesitral zone of borea will not be
a bargaining point fur the Reds at the Berlin Conference.
They are to be freed, period. And failure to free them
'e
in accordance wIth agreement will mean resumption of
a
the shooting war in Korea.
U the diateiRdat of the President and Secretary of
Slap meakitaytiOng_# .ts that the old Truman-Acheson
—foreign policy is dead. From now on the United States
Will have the initiative, or there will be no conference.
And another thing is that this country will never' again
agree to a division of "spheres of influence" with the
Reds.
We do not recognize Communist possession of any territory against its will. And that goes for China as well
as Poland. Alau we are fed up with laying waste isolated territory like North Korea,
Hereafter when the boys in Moscow and Peiping talk
rough they have nowhere to look but straight up because
that's where our air force intends to strike. We don't
have enough men to fight like we did in Korea, and we
don't intend to fight that way any more.

NicH(4.5 SVS
By 1441iii0Si W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent

interned thit • Aille9
was capable. of the,same kind 01.
strategy for which -Th • Haag"
was famous.
-Once Hagen was to clay Leo
Diegel in the PGA firs,,is and
somebody saw Walter -out at 2:30
in
morning." Sneau said.
the
-Somebody approached .Hagen arid
said. 'You should be home in bed
because Diegel has been irr bed
since rune- o'clock' Hagen rrplted!
Hagen. * sad

New varieties of alfalfa that
appear to be well suited to the
South may be preferable in certain characteristics to the wellliked Kansas Commun.
Alfalfa iii the Southeast has
been limited largely to four varieties: Kansas Common, Chilean,
Hairy Peruvian and Argentine.
Usually Kansas Common has
been recommended.
The newcomers—Narragansett,
Atlantic. Williamsburg and Buffalo perform well from the standpoint of yield and give southern
growers a wide choice.
Nerragansett. developed
1.11.
latiode Island, has a very dark
green color and high percentage Field of
Kansas Common alfalfa
of leaves; therefore, if properly
in Alabama.
handled it produces the highest
quality hey. It has shown conelderable resistance to leaf spot
and stern rot diseases, but is
susceptible to bacterial wilt.
Buffalo
similar to Kansas
Common from which it is a selection. but is resistant to wilt
Each of the other new varieties has its own superior traits.
Boron is required for satisfactory production of alfalfa on practically all southeastern soils. This
trace element. generally applied
as borax, increases yields and
improves quality and lengthens
life of stands. Alfalfa receiving
no borax or additional potash
failed after the second cutting.
hut where borax and additional
potash had been added, it thrived
ags. Zaas. Sta.
throughout the remainder of the Narragansett Awaits la Alabama.
season. Boron denciency often
grow on the acid soils unless
lowers the quality of hay before
lime is added The addition of
much difference In yields is lime
to sorts generally accentunoted.
ates the
The
If excessive rates of borax are general need for boron.
recommendations for alused for alfalfa, less tolerant tarn'
specify the application of
crops fonowing might be affected from 2 to
4 tons elf lime and 800
adversely. But it has been shown to 1000
pounds of 0-12-20 per
that 30 to 25 pounds of borax acre
annually,
depending on soil
per acre is sufficient for alfalfa,
requirements. plus 20 to 25
and at this rate there is little pounds
of borax. Lime is not
danger of toxicity in crops which needed on
the alkaline soils of the
follow if one growing season has black
belt area Even though
elapsed since the borax was ap- borax
is required in relatively
plied.
small amounts, the lack of it
Alfalfa has the highest lime can cause
a crop failure even
requirement of any crop grown where the
other nutrients are
In the Southeast and will not
supplied in adequate amounts.

Charlie Wicker is in th2 Riverside Hospital after an operation,
.iSaturday night. Mr. Wicker is
still on crutches from :1 broken
hip he suffered in Auguet.
•
Those visiting Mrs. Ella Morris
and Zipora Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Douglass Vandyke of Paducah. Mrs. George Jenkins, Mrs.
Milford Orr, Mr. and Mr. Morris
Jenkins and sone,-"Mr. --end—aterkOman Paschall, Mr., and Met R•
D. Key Mr and Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Mr. and les. Gaylen Morris and son, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore and son, and Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and sun.

spent
Saturday
afternoon
with
LilAtn Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh t!aschell and
Mrs. Ina Paschall tailed Mr.
Mts. Tell (At beturday
Mr. aria Mrs. Aduipnus YelSC11411
imp sun, Max, and mi. and Mrs.
Oman Paschall visited Mr. ann
Mrs. R. D. Key rriday ingot.
Mr. area Mrs. Ina Paseau.711 visited Mr. anus Mrs. Uric hey Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Omen Paeeria,1 visited Mr. and

_

4 R
stairs.
only. 41
ne Floc

SX.ILYS. _iss

1R001

Weaneeday afternoon.
Mr. and MIS.
Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Coyn Nance
Sunday night.
'
Mr. arid Mrs. Ralph liaannoie
visited Mrs. &trine Paschall, Saturday.
Mr. Cooper Jones remains on
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschall
the sick list.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cloys MarMr. John Paschall of Janes Mill na, Sunday afternoon.
remains about the same.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Urr
Mr and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R D. Key visited
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and Tell Ore.
family Saturday night. ,
Me. and Mrs. Herbert Farley
from Nashville visited her parents.
BIG blELP
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones over
the weekend.
,GREEN BAY, Wis. sr--64 ord•,n
, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and Pearson would be in the dig
Sylvia Kuykendall visited Mr. and house today-if he had one.
Mrs. Tell Orr Sunday night. Their
Pearson .put an electric heating
little son, Rickie. was ill Satur- pad in the dog's house Tuesday
day night.
to protect his pet from near-zero
Gary Lynn Fletcher is sielt with weather. A short circuit sent lilt`
a cold_
dog out into the cold, destrov ,...1
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance as- the dog house and did $200 damage
sisted Mr and Mrs. Bitty Nance to P...aison's here.
an moving from Paris, to the Fred
Humphreys place in Kentucky,
Monday
i
Mr and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Creomulsion spreaJs a comforting
daughter visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Alm over throat membranes, gives
Thursday night.
relaxing aid, helps expel clogging
phlegm,
goes into the hren.:hial sysMr and Mr17 Billy Nance and
tem for still grea.er com;ort and relief.
son and Mi. Ancil Wicker visited
Mr. and Mrs. R: D. Key Thursday
a fli.rnuon.
rzlleves
Oast Cat
lir
iis

caugll

men t,
Phone
9th St
—

CR)

15-

1617

IsIS
24
15

ct
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BUCYS WOOD WORKING SHOP
Kitchen cabinets, Formica Tops, Book Cases, Door
send Window Frames, Built-ils'tlosets. Moderazing
Kitchen And Bath.
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Murray Loose Leaf Market was leading the Western
Dark Fired District by a substantial margin.
Death of Dr. E. D. Covington stuns Murray. Beloved
physician dies of heart trouble at home Sunday morning.
hiss Clara Rimmer directs dance program at meeting
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Cunningham celebrate golden wedding anniversary on January 10. Only two of their
children, Harry Cunningham and Mrs. Eugene Shipley,
were able to be present.
The annual Bible Institute to be held at the Memorial
Baptist Church.
Saturday and Fourth Monday specials listed by Robert Swann, local groceryman.

anti Mrs. Warren SYke•Mrs. George Jenicinb

SEE US FOR

Freedom. These shown were
anionra group of 511 who bolded
the Crusade under the sponsor- i
ship of the Free Europe University
Extle--•
Scholarship
program through which the stu- 1
dents attend 45 various American
univershies. The group contributed SS Truth Dollars toward the
support of Radlo Free Europe
whose broadcasts inspired many
of them to escape.

20 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
Ledger & Timls File
January 18, 1934

shopped in Paris. Saturday. While
they were there they visited- r.

21, 1954

January

mosKoViTz RANSOM NOTE

'der. ha- the Crusade far
densels

Washington,_The experts on dairy animals now are
looking at the heads of cows to determine bow much
10 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
milk they will produce.
Ledger & Times File
For that, you have the word of the Agricultural ReJanuary 20, 1944
search administration.
Lt. Jean Crawford is visiting his parents, Mr. and
COW experts make an intensive study of animals at
Mrs.
Wade Crawford, after winning his silver wings
the Beltsville, Md., research center of the Department
commissioned a second lieutenant as a pilot.
and
being
of Agriculture, in cooperation with 20 cooperating state
James
Thompson, Billy Ray Wilson and Qalen
Forest
Jersej
345
and
experiment stations. Some 350 Holstein
Miller
Thurman,
Jr., have enlisted in the U. S. Marine
rows were measured from tail to big brown eyes.
Corp&
The department came to this concltqion:
— Tremon Beale writes poem, "Home• With The Flu",
A cow with a long head is apt to give more milk II
which is published in this week's issue:
year than one with a short head.
Cpl. Ralph McCuiston of Ft. Belvoir, Va., is spending
"This also was true of similar studies of other groups
week with Mrs. McCuiston and daughter.
this
of heifers and cows at Beltsville," it said.
H. B. Bailey, Sr., is expected to return this week
Mrs.
That doesn't mean you should ask your milk man if
Jac.lsonville,
Fla., where she visited her son, Enfrom
long
a
wore
milk
of
quart
your
the cow that produced
sign James R. Bailey.
or a short one.
F'rank Lancaster. manager of the Varsity Theatre, is
As one expert put it: "The milk you get delivered
called
for service in the Army.
same
from the dairy at home doesn't come from the
pat
is
milk
the
all
of
since
effort
cow. It's a cooperatoe
FIVE YEARS AGO TODAY
in one big bucket."
Ledger & Times File
The D of A reports incidentally. that a cow which
January 22, 1949
dues not produce 5,000 pounds of milk a year_two and
a half tons_isn't worth her hay, mash and salt.
Loyd Perry, son of Mrs. Sfyrtis Perry of New Concord,
"She barely makes her owner a profit." the departes as struck by' an automobile last night about six o'clock
•
ment said.
near his home. He is now in a critical condition.
The ovenall report-apart from the measurements of
Murry, Almo, Hazel and New Concord win in bastheads and other parts of the cows-involved an analysis
games.played 4ast night.
etball
of reccada from about 950,00 cows.
engineer in Chicago says color television
electrical
An
heads,
did
small
The bureau, in regard to large and
will not be ready for widespread use for at least eight
point this out: Sculptors and artists use head lengths
years.
basis for establishing body proportions.
as
.. Villiam M. Barker Were
Mis&C Charlotte Owen and"
The department ails() would have you know that it has
January
15.
Tenn.,
on
Jackson,
married
in
meth
short-time
new
a
of
learned of the de lo intent
on Aale at Murray State College.
now
are
tickets
OVC
pasteurized
from
cheem.
cheddar
Amer
n
rid for making
On the Murray Livestoc k market good, quality fat
milk. This Method' vailable to industry-requires only ditts!•seis
IttAd nor howler-it twiini-N
cold sit IXV,2
2V4 hours,

lb"

Give South

Wider Choke of Forage

Reg. U. S. Pat Off.
li Otif:
Sports writer

We have heard a great deal about the "new look" in
Buxom 8111C12 the dealt. of J9selill Stitlin, but the Amencan "hew look" uncler Preapent Eisenhower presents the
gralkttsat cilittklie in tile wocid.

North Fork
News

FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 1954
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimorl
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THIS IS THE SECOND of three ransom notes reeelved by the family
of Leonard Moskovitz, 36, prominent San Francisco real estate
man, before he was rescued from kidnapers.
Unicrisationetie
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• Up to 91°. more

"start-ability"
• Up to 39°.

more
"stop-ability"

Do it now ... deposit every week
— and have the
money in 1954 to
give your family
the very merriest
Chrisbmas ever.
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• Quieter operation on
dry roads
• More rubber for
longer wear

No need to shovel out 77ror suffer coitly delays this
winter. Get Suburbanites by Goodyear. The Subiirbanite's powerful multi-cleated tread has 1858 knifelike edges that take hold in .1thid, snow alid slosh to
•pull you through winter's worst. Stop in —make
your
deal for the extra safety — extra travtion of
new
Suburbanites by Goodyear NOWI
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no
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WITH THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY project a subject of hot debate in Congress, this map gives you
at a glance some idea of its effect- Ocean liners could traverse the St Lawrence and pass through
the Great Lakes, thus making seaports of the great c:Ues along their shores. The bill in Congress acetid anpropnate $105,000,000 for project Canada is expected to build it alone. if necessary.

111'17
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TV Schedule

SuPPOIET TN! CRIMADI Pot FREEDOM

MIELE

AY, Wis. '.-Gordon
aid be in the cal
if he had one.
it an electric heating
dog's house Tuesday
LS pet from neat-zero
short circuit sent Inc
the cold, destroyad
e and did $200 damage
hume.

34

cough Read
spreads a comforting
moat membranes. jives
, helps expel clogging
into the hints:Altai sysrca.tr comaart and relief.

MORRISTOWN-Among New Jersey Industrial plants which will
welcome the Crusade for Freedom's motor-trailer display next month
will be the Mennen Company, makers of men's toiletries. Above, Executive Vice President William Mennen Jr. (third from left) gets in
line to sign the Crusade's Freedom Scroll pledging support to the
Radio Free Europe broadcasts to the enslaved people behind the Iron
Curtain, With Mr. Mennen are (I. to r.) Thomas Leonard, Lillian Perkoaki, and Elizabeth Benton. Personnel Manager David Nagle collects
"Truth Dollars" donated by signers for Radio Free Europe. The Crusade's "Freedom Tank" in which eight Czechs escaped to freedom last
July will be exhibited at the plant daring a N. J. tour of the CrOdtde's
motor-tralier Display from Feb. 1 to Feb. 12.
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A BRIGHT SPOT in a shlp coated with Ice Is Josephine Giudici
greets you through a porthole of the liner Vulcania in New
York She is from Atlanta, Ga.
(International Sound photo,

as she

110..er

GETTING READY FOR A RECEPTION

not bin
could
on tin
terenc

Church School
so a.m.
Morning Worship
CONSCIENCE
11 am.
MYF
A hearing ,..411 be held beginning
6:15 pm
Evening Worship
7:00 pin at 1:00 o'clock p.m., Wednesday,
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study January 27. 1954. by the Public
ROSSVILLE. IL. IIS-A burglar
Mttrray Murat of Cr - 4t
Preaching each First and Third
Wednesday
7:00 p.m Service Con-mission of Kentucky who broke
7th ae Poplar Phone 391
into the grade school
St. Leo's Catholic Church
at
its
offices at Frankfort, Ken- here stole $37 from the principal's
William
idedearis Minister
North
Street
12th
tucky.
as to the reasonableness of desk but Iftt untouched several,
Regular Program:
The Church of God of Prophecy
Mass Nov. I at 7:30 a. m. and the fr,11,,!,, 62 rate schedule which
Sunday: Bible Study begins 9:441
South 8th and Story Ave
envelopes of cash marked as eoriNov.
10:00.
Alternate
at
8
each
the
a
entucky Rural Tele- tributions to the March of Dimes.
Preaching. 10:40 a. ra. and 7:00 p.m Just one block south of Sycamore
Sunday
above.
as
phone,
Corporation,
eratiVe
Aubjects: a m. "Satan's Best Ser- Street.
Mass Holy nays
7:00 Inc.,
(old, Kentucky, promon"; ram_ "The Scripture That
School
10:00 a. in.
poses
Morning Worship
in effect upon cornJesus Read."
11:00 a. in.
Seventh Lay Aaventurt
pletistruction of the teleTuesday: Women. Bible Clan at Evening Worship
7:4.5 p. m.
"Church
the
in
W Id wood"
phor.,
Wed. Evening Worskup 7:45 p. as
* for which ' It has
church. 2 p in.
Fifteenth and Sycamore
beret,.
de applicatton to said
Spiritual Guidance radio, daily We welcome everyone
V.' A. Chilson, Pastor
COIT1rn
Monday through Friday 12:30 .
Dr certificates of conSabbath School, Saturday --9:30a.ria vepience
necessity for authortCollege Church of Christ
12:46.
Rickman
Morning Worship Saturday 11:30 ty to e,
pet and operate or
, 104 N. latts fareet '
Tuesday Prayer Servize__7:30
ARE
upon
MOTHER-1/4-1.AWS
EVEN
caa.,
It
on
of a portion
Ernest Clevenger, Jr., Minister
Visitors Welcome
QUIET IN Tie SACK SEAT Of
thereof and IM placing of the same
Sunday Bible Study
9:45
College Presbytertan Church
OUR CARS
in operation,abut which rates in
Morning Worship
1W1 Main Street
10:40 North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
any event are not to be effective
Evening Worship
7:00
Rev. Orval Austin. Miptster
Presbyterian Church
before March,1, 1954:
Chunch School
9.45 Monday College Class 12:3G p. m.
"The Friendly sanurcn"
Rate Schedhae showing class of
Wednesday
Service
Morning Worship
.___
7.00
p. m.
1050
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
service, 1-piety, 2-party, 4-party,
P.Y.F.
4.30
Services Every Sunday
multi-party (a), pay station, exoak Grove Baptist Church
Westrninister Fellowship ... 6:30
Morning Worship
1100 a.m. tension. rates,
3
miles
West
Wed. Prayer Service
of
Hazel
7:30 p.m_
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Business: wax $7.25. none, - $7.00,
Robert Clark, Pastor
Visitors Welcome
We Welcome Everyone
$8.00 bi $1.0.
Sunday School
1000 am.
Residential; $4.50, $4 00, $3.50,
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
$3.75 none.
Evening Worship
7:30 pm.
Jack
Jones
Pastor
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
Mileage , c): _70__40_ .25, none,
Prayer Service
7:30 p.m. Sunday School____
Rev. William McKinney, Pastor
____ 10:00 none, none.
Evening Worship
8 01 p.m. Morning
Worship
Phone 1029-R
11:00
(a) - Flat-rate for operating area.
Evening • Worship
Sunday Schcial
10 a m. Sinking Springs bi pttst
(la) Guarantee basis
Church
Morning Worship ...
sip.
(ca Per 14 mile or fraction
Raloh McConnell. Pastor
Satui day P. Y. P. A. -_ 7:45 D 121 Sunday
Kingdom Hall of
thereof.
School
10:00
Jehovahs Witnessis
Application to the Commission
Morning Worship
11:00
100 N. 13th St.
Baptist Training Union
for approval of said rate schedule
7:00
Sunday Services 2 p.m.
Evening Worship
Tam First Christian Church
is being made for all telephone
8 p.m.
111 N. ram St
Prayer Meeting Wed. at
7:31.1 p.m Tues. 7 p.m.-8 p.m. __ Book-Study services proposed to be rendered
Fri. 7 p.m.-8 p.m.
Harryweod Gray, Pastor
Service by the undersigned in Calloway.
Meeting.
Church School
9-30 a.m.
Carlisle. Graves. Hickman, and
Locust Grove Holiness Church
Fri. 8p.m.-9 pm. __ Ministry Study Marshall
adorning Worship
Kirksey, Kentuaey
10:50 a.m.
antics. Kentucky (inSun. 3 p.m. ___ Watchtower Study cluding
Chi Rho Fellowship
Rev
E! T. Cox. Pastor
_ 430 p.m.
not limited to the
DeSoto-Plymouth rt.
Sunday
Christian Youth Fellowship 6 p.m.
All Good-Will Invited
towns of cunninirham. Fancy Fal-in
Serino,
10:00 am.
PHONE 485
No Collections
Evening Service
Farmingtcea Hazel, Lowes, Sedalia
14.00
7.30 pm. Morning Worship
1413 West Main
Preaching every 2nd and 4th Sunand Wingoi in the areas shown
Everybody Welcome!
day
Locust Grove Baptist Church
on a map thereof heretofore filed
Sunday School every Sunday
D. F. Wigginton, pastor
with said Consrnission.
The laird Methodist Church
Fifth and Maple St.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
Paul T Lyles. Pastor
11:00
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Sunday School
Baptist Training Union
9:45
6:30 pm.
kligtmay
North
Morning Worehm 10:50 ...er
Evening Worship Service 7:30
T. G Shelton, P.stor
Subject: "Adventure OR A Tour"
Prayer Meeting Wed.
6:30 pm
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Subject. "Treasures Yoa Cannot
Morning Worship
11:00 a in.
HOW'D HE DO IT
Evening worship
7:30 p.m.
Wesley Foundation Vespers
8:30 Wednesday Evening P-ayer SerSuperior Ambulance Service
'Evening Wm ship
7:00 p.m. vice
BURLINGAME, Calif. (IP - IrvEquipped With Oxygen
"00 pin
Subject: "The Life Of Christ•
ing H. McKeever and Liselie C.
Ministry"
311 N. 4th St. Murtay, Ky. Phone 98
South Pleasard Gaove Methodist, Sutton were arrested for drunkeness while riding double on a
Church
=Tin FRIENDLY FUNERAL BOW
The Pint tseptiat unurcb
motorcycle. Sutton was riding oft
3 Miles West of Huse'
S Foorth St
McKeever's shoulders.
H. P. Blankenship. Pastor
Dr H C. Ctales, Pastor
Church School
9:301
dimming Worship
10-50 • m
Training Union
6:43
Evening Worship
7:30

SUNDAY, JANUARY 24
WSM-TV
11:30 This Is The Life
12:00 Youth Wants To Know
12.30 Frontiers of Faith
1:00 American Inventory
1:30 Your Future Unlimited
1:55 News
2:00 Roy Rogers
3:00 King Richard IT
5:00 Football
5:30 The World This Varek
6:00 Winchell-Mahoney Show
630 Mr. Peepers
7:00 Comedy Hour
8:00 TV Playhouse
9:00 Inner Sanctum
9:30 Movietime

4-Door
1949 DODGE'',
Clean, Heater, Icy.
License

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

Now on

Memorial Baptist Church
Wain Street at 't enth
S t Byler. Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a. in
Mornine Worship
10 50 •rn
Baptist Training Union 615 p.m
Evangelistic Hour
745 Pam
Tuesday
3/00 p.m.
H. L. Hardy Jr chapter at R. AV
meets at 1302 Poplar Eat
Wednesday
3:00 p.m.
Sunbeam Band meets at churea
teachers gr ottheor. meet na 7.no
G. A.'s meeting at the church TOO
P.m
Prayer. Praise and
Fellowship
Service
Wed. 7:30 o in

WMC-TV
SUNDAY, JANUARY 24
10:15 Previews and News
10:3,0 Excureion
11.00 Mr. Wizard
11:30 Industry on Parade
11:45 Captain Hartz
12:00 Zoo Parade
12:30 Frontiers of langh
Elm Grove Raritan Church
1.00 American Inventory
Rev Leonard Znae. P.urn,r
1.30 American Forum of the Ate Sunday School
10 a m
2.00 Your Future Unlinoted
Morning Worship
11 sits
225 News
Training Union _ .
___ 6 p.m
2:30 Kukla, Fran and 011ie
Prayer and Bible Stbdy Wednee.
3:00 Sinfonnetta
day
7:00 pin.
3:30 Ethel and Albert
Women's Missionary Service First
4-00 Roy Rogers
Wednesday each month 7.00 p.m
4.30 Range Rider
Sunbeam Band. Girl's Auxiliary
and Royal Arnabesadrirs meet
5:00 Meet The Press
530 Stu Erwin
6:00 Paul Winches"'
Kirksey Baptist Church
Half-Mile West of Kirksey
6:30 Mr. Peepers
at
7:00 Comedy Hour
Ton p.m.
at cheerh each arourth Sundae
800 TV Playhouse
Otis Jones. Pastor
9:00 Racket Squad
Sunday School
(9.30 Who Said That
10.00 a.m.
Morning
Worship
II 00 arm
10'00 News
Evening Worship
7:00 pm
1010 Weather 1015 News Weekly
10:30 Story Theatre
•PJP *PJP •PJP
1100 Colonel Flack
11:30 Sign Off
.a
drk
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PFC, HARRY J. WYRWITZKI of Renton, Wash., watchett as
Cpl. Chin C. Wang of Atlanta, Ga., finishes his part of a welcome
sign in Munrien, Korea. The sign is in anticipation of transport
of some 22,000 anti-Communist prisoners from the neutral zone
and custody of Indian troops. Allied troops are practicing every
part of the operaUon.
(fafertsational Soundphoto)
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The Dodge with MOM than ever before
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D005 SEDAN

DAIRYING

The second annual herdsmen's
and fleidmen's short coorse will
be held at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture at
Lexington Feb. 15-17. Cooperating
in the cohrse will be the Kentucky
Purebred Dairy Cattle Association,
the Kentucky Manufactured Milk
Improvement Association and the
Kentucky Cream Improvement Association.
Herdsmen will receive Instruction in feeding, breeding and
management of dairy "'herds and
fleldmen in the production of
high-qualita dairy produoia There
will be several speakers from
other states.
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RED

L&R Motors

WSIX-TV
Copyright 1954
SUNDAY, JANUARY 24
1:30 Georgetown U. Forum
2:00 Know Your Bible
2:30 Omnibus. CBS
4:00 Super Circus
5:00 Facts Forum
5:30 George Jesse'
6:00 Life with Father
6:30 Jack Benny
'7:00 Ed Sullivan. Toast of Town
.'800 G. K. Theatre
8:30 Man Behind the Badge
9:00 The Web
9:30 Steel Hour
10_30 Peter Potter Show
11:00 The Pastor's Study
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Sunday's Church Services
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rs. Hugh paschal' and
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Mom to It-Morn In i

Diamond Rings

New!"Color Harmony" Interiors
with Exquisite Jacquard Fabrics

Guaranteed and Registered
Famous for Over 100 Years

PARKFR'S JEWELRY
Marray•s Oldest
Since 11195
luonll Alivrt Parker, Mgr.1

A,tasteful

and

colorful as youi own

home!

New! Fully-Automatic PowerFlito Drive!
Newest, smoothest. most poweilul of all automatic transmissions!
• New! Dodge Full-Time Power Steering!
Takes•the work out of driving-leaves all the pleasure in!
New! Stopped-40-150-hp Red Ram V4 Engine!
Most efficient engine in any American raVv.

•Parker's Jewelry

Mewl...On!

THERE'S
$$$
More To Borrowing Money
Than The Dollars Involved ! !

New! Dodge Airternp Air Conditioning!
Talt.• tile heat and humidity out of the stickiest day'
New!Sweeping Style ... Distinctive Beauty!
Longer from bumper t limper headlamp to tail light!

$

Such As Promptness, Friendliness
And Efficiency.
You Receive All 3
At
FRIENDLY FINANCE
506 W. Main
Phone 1180

New '54 DODGE V-8
Shatters 196 AAA Records!

tanultinsisn. eamammad old

Meal aolehal la tamp .11•••••

0 GE

In official AAA performance trials on the
It
sill, Sall list., notigc proved the
•tamilia, endurance and nipohleness that
make it "The Action tar for Active
Americans."

DEPENDABLE

New 54

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
Fourth at Poplar

Telephone 1000
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY'

,VOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor...Phone SS or 115041

-Eva
Wall Circle Holds
IVisitation Meeting At
Home Of Mrs. Spann

•
• Spring Skirts Shown
Injashion Shows Are
Activities 14 Inches From Floor

Club;News
Weddings Locals

IZeminiscening of Beginnings Of Chap
ter Up
To Now Program At UDC Meet At Swann Home

Mrs.,Tip,Miller Opens
Home For Meeting Of
Young Women's Class

By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK en-Knees will be
neatly covered this spring by
skirts hemmed to an average 14
Inches from the floor. irven Christian Dior has left skirt lengths
alone.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 1954
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,
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flowers and ending in a scalloped
edge which stopped at the knees.
Another pair of party shorts was
made of beige linen, eyelet embroidered in an intriguing' cut-out
pattern from thigh to knee.

Dior put big collars or. suits.
Clhe prung wool suit in a new
pumpkin shade had a cape collar
extending to the seem of the
dropped shoulder line. Padding to
accent the bustline curve appear
ed
in both suits and dresses.
Miss Leiser went to thi, other
This
was the first introduced a year
ago extreme and turned a pil.low case
as the "tulip" curve.
into a beach coat. Plain uhne percale made the short s:eeeeless
Even Dior's coats had a bulkier
look at the top than the bottom jacket and the printed cotton band
,
on the pillow case as used to band
Shoulder pads still are left
out
the edges of the jacket,
in favor of rounded, natural
lines,
• • • •
but Dior cupped his short and
lung
Mats at the bottom to make
113 South
the
top width more pronounced.

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Buy a

ee sal(

•
The Eva., Wail Circle of thei The J. N. Williams e..apt.n• of the
Schroeder, Mrs. Tilghman 5,hip:ey
A few brief flurries at exctteWoman's Missionary Society of United -Daughters of
ConfedeThe beautiful home of Mrs. Tip
Williarnsi
Mrs.
Thomas
merit
occurred
during
li the Memorial Baptist Church nit: racy held its regy:-r meeting
fashion
NPU.vr._kal SuaLb. ThirteenU. Street
"
-"
eallee B°7c1'''
in the home of Mrs. Cress Spann Wednesday afternoon
' ZeP- was the scene of the chili supper shows for 168 visiting fashion
the home Hugh
Conner (Andre Gilbert).Mrs
Mis-s Euwriters when a few models in
,, Tuesday afternoon at two-thirty of Mrs. W. S. Swann with Mrs. nice
Oury. and Mrs. W. S. Swan n held by the Young Women's Class
Sores gay and unexpected
Rainey T. Wells and - era. E. A.
•o'clock.
orthe First Baptist Church Wed-. noticeably short skirts appeared
idea.s
(Gray Gatlin).
will be added to spring
Mrs. Noel htelugin. chairman. Lassiter as eohostesses
designers' showrooms.
In
•
nesday
wa-drobes,
evenin
g
at
slx-thi
Miss. Eunice Oury was the first
rty
especia
lly
presided at the meting wnieh was
for wearing around the
chairman and during her term .clock.
The home made a b. utiful
"The dress was made on a short- house or on vacatio
31 opened with prayer by Ars. Hosetns. Most unuMrs. Miller greeted the guests
parliamentary rules were adherrring for what the ch..
mode1,
er
was
1
the
usual
explan
astands ed
bert Cothran.
to and an historical study was at the door and invited them into tion. "We think 14 inches is about sual are the new "party shorts"
lit and the hospitality Mown
The devotion was given by Mrs.
was
Tina Laser has created for
so typical of real soul rei hospi- held. Very faithful through their the spacious living room.
girls
right for skirts."
Cate Wilkerson Sne use i as her
who like to be informal in
Preceding the supper the scripBees were Mrs. Ed Owen,
lives
style. I
tality. When the gm $s
Mrs.
scriptures 110[1.4M 14.8-15 and close
arrived
Dior, the man who set
The shorts are kneo length,
Lassiter and Mrs. Ed Farmer. ture reading was by Mrs. W. H.
they were invited
the dined der discuas.on with prayer.
ing room so suggesti‘e of south.. Mrs. Henry Elliott told of the Solomon who read froru.the sixth off sewing room explosions laat made either of elaborate elk print
Mrs. Melugin 'gave names to
chapter of Matthew. The blessing fall in Parts by showing clothes or eyelet embroidered
ern charm and cultun The
linen. One
each of the members whe visnee
table chapter in the early 19:ito when was asked by
Mrs. W. L. Polly. just below the knee, turned atten- Pair shown was made of pink
v.as beautifully am.-'sated
Mrs.
Jetta
Hale
was
chairman:
the Lames during the afternoon
and
Follow
tion
ing
to
the
tops
of
the
his outfits for linen
supper the group
embroidered
Mrs. E. A. Lassiter rememb
Mrs. W.
with
white
Roberts pr -riled at the
and then returned to Mrs. Swan's,
ered attended the
prayer service at
when the chapter gave the
tea service. Refrestunt . .ta of
party the church
a home for.report on their ‘1,..ts.
dain.
for the Business and Profess
ional
The hostess served a porty plite ty sandwiches ..and cake were enThose present were Mrs. Tip
Women's Club which was a
joyed by the guests.
Lee- Miller,
with cold drinks and coffee to
Mrs. W. H. Solomon, Mrs.
Mrs. W. P. Rober, chairman, Jackson luncheon with the purCithe ten members and one guest.
John Neal Purdorn. Mrs.
pose of raising money.
Ray
led
in
the
salutes
to t we Rag preLi Dr, Lisa Spann. present.
Brownfield, Mrs. James Brown,
ceding the remmisce:..ng of the
•
• •
Special times recalled were the Mrs. Glindel Reaves
, Mrs. Howell
beginnings of the chspter up
to party in the backyard of the home Thurman, Mrs. Allen
McCoy, Mrs.
HIGEWAT RECOLD
the present time wh.,is was
dis- of Mrs. G Et Scott. the joint W. L. Polly. Mrs. Larry
Cardwell.
cussed' by the memt-i's led by party of Mrs.
V
Scott, Mr:. W. S. Mrs. Marvin Harris, Mrs. John
HUDSON. N H.
-Fr in May Mrs. W. S. Swann a-.d Mrs. M. Swann. and
Mrs. Hershell Corn, Parker, Mrs. Gene
Geurin. Mrs.
ti 1951. Hudson set
town record D. Holtbn.
of the banquet at the hotel
when GlenHodges, Mrs. J. B. 'll'itrkeeri.
...Irby not having a highway fatalIt v.as the reported that the Dr. Richmond was the
Mrs. A. G. Outland, Yrs.
speaker
.
Glenn
-m ay for 875 days
charter members were Mrs. Annie the silver tea held at
Mrs. W. S.. Wooden, Mrs. H. W. Wilson, Mrs.
Swann's home, and the party
at Bernice Wasenart• Mass
MYrtleea
the college when Mrs Hall
Hood Cooper, Mrs. Rubin James, Mrs.
mode moving pictures of, the
affair. Eugene Jones, and Mrs. Jim ConDuring
Mrs. Sam
•••••••••••••
Holcomb's verse.
term of office the chapter
Hostesses for the evening
stressed
were
the decorating of o/d graves
and Mrs, Miller, Mrs. John Neal Purs
placing markers there. A
letter dom, Mrs. Marvin Harris, and
to the Kentucky Historical
•
Society Mrs. Castle Parker.
was read by the chairman
• • • •
regarding the marker given
them
until the suitable time to
have
the dedication. The inscrip
tion on
the
marker
reads
116
as follows:
-Stubblefield
Birthplace. Nathan
Bowan Stubblefield was born
near ,The Lynn Grove F.H.A. met
S.
here in 18110. He succesaftlly
de- January 11 for a regular meeting
.rnonstrated wireless voice
trans- A very interesting program on
miss:on as early as IWO HIS
early "How Home Economics Contri.petents were granted in that
year." butes to the Different Vocations.Mi-s. A. F. Doran told in
the was presented with Miss Roy Mae
yekt, MG
when
M. W. p. wo. Hartatteld in charge.
Others on the
hams was chairman that the chap_ program were
Miss Audrey Elkins
ter raised money tor the
who
rave a report on -How Home
marker
to be placed at
Stubbiefleld's Economics contributes to A Sec.
grave, but the children of
Stubble- retdr)... and Miss Lottie Taylor
field recently placed the marker who reporte
d on "How Herne Ecoon his grave in the cemete
ry on nomics Contributes to the Housethe Benton Highway.
wife." Miss Hartsfield also
Elizabeth Cowan, leldglier, displays colorful window curtains, table
gave
report on "How Home Economics veneer, skirt and *pros is auk& bola dyed burlap bags.
The chapter was happy to have
•••
Contrib
utes
To A Nurse."
Here's a new, e7t
IDr. Rainey T Wells present
end budget-wise use for burlap feed bags.
and
As -pert of the members work
With a little simple
wm'ir and seine all-fabrie dyes you can transas the group was celebrating
the on degrees, they
form
them
into
all kinds of colorful clothing and home famishing&
have made a
anniversary of Lee. Jackson and
This eewest burigelestretehing ides is toe result of researc
h jointly.
Maury's births. Dr Welt, read a rects,ap..onal handbook and these undertaken by the Tintax
Horne Economics Bureau and the Burlap
books
each
very beautiful tribute to Tee
Council. Detailed directions on how to make these
that
"rags
-to-riches'
erat Iliter
hee migieveetningt.°
made a fitting climax for
mem- marvels are all summed tip In an eight-page illustrated folder
written
the '
•
• •
for these organisations by the designer, Elizabeth Cowan,
afternoon's program.
The
articles
picture
above
d
are
JEST
but
a
few
LIKES
of
her
tintexe
THEM
d burlap creations.
Members
present
Wednesday
To prepare a bag for dyeing, open the seams by pulling the
were Mesdames Tom Banks. E. J.
OKLAHOM.o. CITY 41-A jury of chain stitching, shake out remaining feed or dust and ditch thread
the raw
Reale, A. F. Doran. Henry Elliott, ruled
LOOKING
PART of her role in lire Ertain a Queen Mixer
edges to prevent raveling. Next, place the burlap in a Mb
Wedr.esday
that
'
Joseph
or washing
PTed Gingles. George Hart. M
machin
•..impanied by her nusband. the Duke of Edinbu
filled
e
with
warm
soap suds, soak for a couple of hours and
D. Beattie Vanalst, 29. of Topeka,
rgh, is
wash to remove printing. The rlyeinprocess Is the SIMS
anosn on way to open a speciai session of the
Holton. Luther Jackson, E
as for other
Nen. Zealand
A. Kan.. was legally sane although fabrics. You'll find burlap
Pa.rhamant in Au-kland
a
wonderful fabric of character that's easy
Lassite
r.
D. F. McConnell. Williani the county jailer testifie
rtaternati2mei$3•.•-dphotol
d he had to work with.
Purdorn, W
P. Roberts. R. T. been seen ;munching light
The folder, entitled "How to Hake Beautiful Articles from
bulbs.
Burlap
Wells. Luther Robertson
Vanalst was ordered held for 'Bags," is obtainable free frogs Tinter Home Economics Bureau, 485
W 9'.
Swann and G. B. Scott Guests trial on charges he
Avenue
Fifth
,
New
York
17,
N.
Y.
threatened a
were Mrs. Frank Holcomb and woman with a
butcher knife and
Mrs Roman Prydatkevytch.
robbed her of 835 and a ring.

FURCHES

Read Our Classifieds

P.

Burlap Bags Go Frorn,`Rags to Riches'

tit

014.NS PARLIAMENT IN AUCKLAND

Filth, P
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BE SAFE!
BUY YOUR GOOD YEAR

TIRE CHAINS NOW
We have chains to fit all cars and trucks!
Get your free ice scraper at

27-He
is- wi
2
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BILBREY'S
210 Main

CAR and HOME SUPPLY

a

Is

Phone 886

F

Lynn Grove Chapter Of
FHA Has Interesting
Program At Meeting,

3 ROOlit
ment, ho
Phone 1,
9th Stre,

re
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4 11002
stairs. I
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LAST TIMES
TONIGHT
Barbara Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray
in "THE MOONLIGHTER"

31 53
SQ
42

So
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storm the
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hail mood
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CAPITOL

TODAY
and SAT.

He blasts badmen out of MURDER TOWN!

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Whip`ifilson

(tdclostiels
PLUS

Monday. hussar, 28,,

iGHT
Serial and Cart(sm

Stet. enson will g.v e tie program.
• • • •
*The AAUW Book Group will
The Woman's Missionary Society
meet with Dr. Floy Robbins at
of the Memorial Baptist Church
seven-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. David
will 'meet at the church at seven
thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Proterous Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Crawford
Armstrong at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday, January U
Murray Star Chapter No. 435
Prder of the Eastern Star wil
.old its regular meet at the , Maonic 'Hall at seven-flfteer o'clock.
,• a • •
The Lynn Grove Hoinemakers
;tub will meet with Mrs. Winnie
:touch at one-thirty o'clock.
•• • • •

IF

Winter Merchandise Must Go!
SWEEPING CLEkRANCE SALE AT

GLADYS SCOTT'S

In the Middle

LADIES! PLEASE NOTICE!
SPECIAL FOR A LIMITED
All $6.50 Permanents Now
All $8.50 Permanents Now
All $10.00 Permanents Now
All $12.50 Permanents Now
All $15.00 Permanents Now

TIME
$5.00
$7.50
$8.50
$10.00
$12.50

JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP

103 N. 5th

Phone 1091

Assorted Slips, Gowns
apd Robes,
Rayons, Nylons and
Flannels at

WEATHER!
Slick And Slipper
TIRE CHAINS
To Fit All Cars
STRAP CHAINS
98c and up
FULL CHAINS,.....
$8.95 and up

WESTERN AUTO STORE
7:4

JIMMY
HMI'S, 6. In
the
middle in an international cuetixly battle, peers through
windshield of an auto in London after his father was halted
from taking him aboard a plane
bound for home in New York
The father, Harry Hiller',
Brooklyn house painter,. left
Stuttgart with the boy, whert
he had conducted a five-month
court strugglio against his estranged wife Hannah for custody of Jimmy, who was born
In U. B. Mother had taken him
finterstatioad!)
t9 Germany,

The marriage of Miss Loretta
Seaford, daughter of Mr.'end Mrs.
E. H Seaford of 1007 West Main
Street.
Mutt:ay, —end
t.r gee nt
George H. Mqlligsn of Grass Valkr California. has
. been announced.
The study of the Ranted Church
in Parrs Tennessee. was the scene
of the double ring ceremony soleminized Tuesday. January 19.
Sgt. and Mrs. Mulligan will tour
tne southwestern states eriroutr
to Beale Air Force Base. &OM,
anent°.
California,
where
Sgt.
Mulligan is stationed,

Price

MB IN THREE GROUPS
DRESSES IN 3 GROUPS

Miss Loretta Seaford
gecomes The Bride Of
Sgt. George Mulggan

Velvets - Silks - Wools and Crepe

$5"

Values up to $40.00 .
•_
NOW
$100°

Skirts, Gabardine,
Wool, Flannel, and

Gloves
Large assortment of
wools and cottons
values to $3.95

Weitheaday. January 27
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs Donna Ernaberger at one firlock.
• • • •
The Paris Road Homemakers
_:lub will meet with Mrs Dewey
.:rogan at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •

1/
2

Silk at

Trice

Sweaters
Assortment of slip-ovens and Cardigans.
Broken sizes and colors

11A
Price

$100

$200 . $300

SILK
NYLON

--

CREPE
WOOL

BLOUSES
Values to $7.95
NOW

1/
2 Price
SCARFS - Valuesto $295 -( -40111 CHOICE 89e
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GLUM IS THE WORD flor this pair, Harold Jackson, 57 (left), and
Joe Lear, 43, shown in San Francisco's Hall of Justice after their
arrest in the kidnaping of Letinard Moskoyitz, 36. member of a
wealthy family. A ransom phone call to Alfred Moskovliy., the
victim's twin brother, trapped the two.(international Soundpholo)
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63-Preposition

Phone 1234 . 511 So. 12th

„ CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR
"It's not the major Instinct." cullne Intelligenc
e and self-reDON PARRISH evoked another
Plul said. Dila tires, darkening. spect, wouldn't it?
storm that night, out of this one "Yea. ('en
sure."
could endure it?"
he waa__Dot oblivious It was al"Ana now will you enjoy living
"One, perhaps, who could be
most midnight when ne ieft Dale with the memories
of a once-mar- caught
up in the psychical storm
and returned to nts apartmenL flea girl?"
ot great music to the extent of
Prill was
prowling
aimlessly
Phil's grin came suddenly.
self -obli %eon."
arou444, halt llaterung to tree radio, "Don't underrate me,
knucklehead!
hail moodily conjecturing on bales
"And wouldn't I despise such a
break the mystic band of memman: U, indeed, ne exusta No,
whereah0t1111 for the evening Sarah Orlea."
Dale, Marriage Is out. 1 seU.led
had 60w:11314rd the scanty infor- 'TUE. tut, child, said
the
that long ago, What I am asking
mation, wner ie calico Aggie's Dueness, " Dun murmured.
"1 can
Is thus, sin 1 giving tip too much?
earlier in the evening, that "Mimi pick • phrase from Alice,
too .
You nave been married. You know
Dale was out." Twice, Phil nail Frankly, Phil. ('Cl rather
see you
started dialing a random number, married to a girl whose affections what I'm going to miss. Tell ma,
shall I regret it?"
and twice nad cradled the .receiver were intact."
His hankering for • date with any
Dale twisted
"That's the girl you will see me
ring on tier
girt out Dale was lukewarm. and, married to."
finger. "I wouldn't trade one daY
I
"Brother, you're in deep!" be mar.
had
with
Kelly for all your years
Phil stood up with characteristic
veieo to himself.
abruptness. "I just wanted to make of triumphs. Andrea."
Renouncing Dale's conviction.
•He dropped into • chair and lit sure you and I weren't going to
come to blows. I wouldn't relish Andrea stood up. "Oh, you sound
• cigaret as Don came in,
he said "If I didn't know walking over you to get to Dale." like S woman! Only someone lie
you better, ra Say you've been
When Dale left Don at the door dedicated as I could possibly see
having yourself an evening of nor- and went in, Andrea Parrish was my side-"Your brother Don," Dale sugins.' depravity. Dinner, for In- at the piano. Her nands were idle
stance, with s pretty girl. That on the iteyboard. The light cast gested. "Why don't you neve a
smug, well-fed look doesn't come a nimbus around ner fair head. heart-to-heart talk with Ulm TA wry smile curved Andrea's
from poring over scientific tomes Looking at her from the doorway,
under is green -shaded library lamp Dale thought. She looks so young mouth. -1 wonder if S. knows
to be what she Is. So fragile. A what hg's giving up?" she murdoes it 7"
mured.
Don hung his Jacket by the arm• wo ri d-f a mous pianist surely
• • •
holee over a' chair back. "1 nad should carry some marks of the
All music, sorneotte has Said, is
dinner at Wivel*s," be said. "With long nght up. the a.-cluous years of what
awakes from you wben you
toiL
Dale."
"hello, there!" Dale went Into are reminded by the Instruments.
In mild surprise, Phil murAt Andrea Parrish's concert,
the room and tossed her hat on the
mured. "Never underestimate the
couch. "You look tired." For when Dale responded ardently to mempower of a woman! I'd nave said
oriel',
anti no stone or reality
Andrea turned around, there were
nothing
but another
clogged the stream of her delight.
Nagasaki the marks: fatigue,
trending
her Ely
could shake you from your boots
coincidence, Andrea Was wearshoulders, shadowing her eyes.
on the eve of an important coning • yellow gown with p•r ma
"I'm dead." Andres took the
ference."
hard rubber practice ball out of vtoleta-the colors she bad worn
three years ago at the Chicago
"Dale had a similar notion." her pocket. squeezed
it once ab- concert_
It was not, of course, the
Don said. "That girl nas a head sently, replaced
it in her pocketon her shoulders, Phil."
On I1161 day Nike to., 1' Wender same gown. This, a Maggie Rnu
"A very beautiful head," Phil it its worth it. Work, work. wotk. original, had been flown from Paris
the gown, the
murmured. His eyes were darker If I stop for a day. I iose ground a week ago; Out.
violets, and the music carried Dale
than usual], his LOrle contradictorily Two days, and It takes me trite,
back
vividly
to
another
time, anlight_ "A tritely pair of shoulders, to catch up. I'm on a treadmilL"
other man beside her. The man
too--though she'd have to light She crashed tier minas down in s
whose dark-clad shoulder bruahld
them up with Roman candles be' discord 'This Keyboard is the
her bare one was Kelly. The subfore you'd notice."
master of my souP"
dued yogis before the Chopin /es"I noticed," Don said noncomDale igeghed. "When Cerriegie trous is P
Minor murmuring,
mittally.
Hall rocks with applause next "Watch for
her thunderous cliPhil pressed out his eigaret and week. you'll Aeon* it's
worth it," maxes in this!" was lelly's voice
lighted anotreer "1.41ok, Don," ne she said smoothly.
-until Dale turned to share her
said seriously, nts lighter tone
"Yes, of course." But Andrea delight with
him, and saw the fair
gone, "it:e time we got one thing sighed. She turned
fully arotinri, bright flair and the astonishingly
straight. You've never stood in my lacing Dale. ner hair
falling for- dark eyes.
way over a girl before nut there', ward over net checks.
"Be really
The Illusion faded. With the
a first time for everything. Includ- honest with me will you?
Am I abruptness and finality of • dream,
ing rivalry. Is that it?"
giving up too much by renouncing it was gone. This
was Phil, age
Don lounged iazily on a chair mar r lege 7"
Kelly.
arm ano 'hook nis head. "Women
"Out of • clear sky." Dale murAfterwards they went to * email
nitre no place in my plan tor UV- murea. Hut Andrea s was no mood
restaurant on Seventh
Avenue
Mg I can't afford to squander my tor banter. "Must you?" she
asked where Andrea was to meet thetn.
emotions-not now Maybe never " Sober iv
"A small supper celebration,"
"Need science rule out all the
Andrea nodded I'm • musician she nail stipulated.
"Just the Ave
normal numan urges?" Phil asked firs:, I woman second.
And what ot us."
Curiously.
man would oe reconciled to that?
Don fidgeted as they eat waiting
"Not entirely. But it rules out I can't change myself
Dale. It's tor Andrea to come.
marriage, because it would ruin it too late, even it I wanted
to For
"Sit sull," Jiggle ordered.
icor me. and the girl." He gave one thing I like what I am.
Phil gauped at nis aunt; "Music
But
Phil a quizzical look. "1 thougnt the Man I married would nave
to softens rocks and bends oak*. Out
It was • relationship you were live my life, trail me from contl• it seems
to nave • less soothing
cagey about, too."
nent to continent, from concert effect on scientists
than oh savant going to marry Dale," hail tocontert hall.''
agesPhil said.
"A prince consort," said Dale.
'Even so." Aggie said sternly
Don a shoulders moved almost
•'Soinettung more menial. carry• to Don, "you are
not to Spell Art'
Impercepti bly.
mg my music portfolio and ward• dress evening.
She let jam talk
"Sure you aren't letting your In- ing oft annoyances. Fading to
your Della off last night ahoy"
IMMO to console a young and pale shadow ot nis own identity that conference
thing."...
lovely widow run away with you?" It would De a strain on the mate
(To Be f7ontineacH
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The list does not include work
done with equipment • On which
loans have beft repaid isi Ball.

WASHINGTON -Americans in action for the
Crusade for Freedom. Illenry Ford II, chairman of
the board tif the American Heritage Foundation
and national chairman of the Crusade for Freedom
map plans to support Radio 'trim Europe with
Walter P. Reuther, president of the CIO; vice
chairman of the American Hortiage Foundation
and vice chairman of the Crusade for Freedom.
The CIO, along with members of 150 other national organizations, actively support the campaign for 25401,e1e Freedom Scroll signers and
10 million Truth Boilers for Radio Free EttrePg-

_pima was

111111111111MI

A report on work done in 1953
with
equipment
being
bought
through State loans shows 139
miles of entrance and field roads
built for farms: 82 miles of open
drainage ditches; 28 miles of diversion ditches; 28 miles of tile
drainage lines; 20 miles 'of fence
rows cleaned; 74 miles of' stream
channel improvement; 2,149 -ponds
dug; 1.243 rinds clear/id; 7,027
aeres of peettres renovited, and
47,5511 acres of . land derma.,

(Below) Uhlik and his family
with MC Ed Sullivan of the
TOAST OF THE TOWN television program atop the Utak
In mid-Manhattan. Sullivan
christened the tank as the "Freedom Bank" by dropping a "Truth
Dollar" in the turret.The vehicle
is touring the country to gather
"Truth Dollars" and Freedom
Scrolls in support of Radio Free
Europe w hose broadcasts helped
keep up the morale of the UhIlks
before their flight.

Greg's Bake Shop

Mrs. or

;Ought

-FRANKFORT
Twenty - nine
loans totaling $2211,688 were maac
to local soil conservation districts
by* the State Division of Soil and
Water Resources during 1953.
The loans, reported by Division
Director Marshall W. Qualls, were
made to advance veil conservation
in the districts through work involving heavy equipment such as
draglines, bulldoers. tile trenchers
and the like.
They were made possible by a
revolving fund of $400.003 set up
for them in l9411. Since that time
170 loans totaling $958,891 have
been made to 84 districts. Qualls
reported.
He said that the 1953 total was
$72,193 more than was loaned during 1952. During the year jus!
past $174,800 was paid the division in old loans.

BUSINESS
SITE
WITH
TWO 8th Street. $75.00 per month. Call
bedroom apartment located di- 27,
(j23e,
rectly over head. Investigate this
I We wish to express our sincere
4 ROOM APARTMENT DOWN well located spacious site
and
thanks and appreciation for the
stairs. Newly decorate,. Adults apaitment at once. Call
AUTOMAT
731. ij2.20
IC
NOT/CE
only. 414 No. 8th Street. See Way
gas reitgle. IN.S6. Several used many wonderful acts of kindness
ne • Flora, phone 857-J after 5 pm
bicycles and itteitor bikes bargains. and sympathy shown
DOWNSTAIRS THREE ROOM INCOME TAX RETURNS
us during the
Larry Kerley -Co.
(tic) furnished
(j24c) recent death
our return ptepered by
apartment at 1620 Miller
and burial of our
an elk"
rienced actotitataat.
I0220
.3 EOOki-UNFIJR-NISfiRD APART.. 41_y_t_ Telephone 886-W.
AclitS4C4 imps uowig, FIVE son and brothet, Airman Charles
gave you
ment. hot water and privete bath.
WARY ap4 ia- rRoki*, utility room, tilE bath, it.. Crick. Especially do
we thank
convience.
Phone
1446-EL
Phone 1406-M, located 2011 South COMPLBTELY FURNISHED TWO
111.1ra$,, elgrOgic beat
insulated, the Revs. Orville Easley and
Lei:
drilled
9th Street
well., barn, pand. Ten Ile Lee and the
(j23c) bedroom residence at 200 South
Linn Funeral
NOTICE
FARMERS!
CONNER minutes from Mayfield. Paved state
Home
May God's richest blessings
Implement Company now has the road,
near school ani church. It's
upon
you.-mr. and Mrs.
Answer to VeMsreey's RuZ216
New Idea Farm Machinery lined
Perlect: Incoure
abodes Store,
erett Crick and family.
together with the A-C. Two great Cuba,
for
directions
BUIE111131:1 1310101301!
(j27c)
ACROSS
31.)-- Before
lines in Farm Machinery. Come
UMW-MA 121:311101iiiNI
31- Cravat
1-Appeor.o
in and talk your farm problems PIT BARBECUE BY POUND OR
t3-4.11.04 nitro*
ROM
ML17
T-Watem.sy
22-Number
Over with your A-C and New quarter. riday, Saturday, Sunday.
illf;1L1
0E111
13-Joins
rg3Ia
85-Dregs
4U-Sii.itcai weed
14-chrism'
Idea Dealer. Conner Implement Custom cooking. Fresh Country
feethoo
41 -Beverage
.T 1JP1)1frI taKIGICICK.1
Company.
42-Young boy
(j1t5c) Sausage. Mile out Hazel Highway.
014C1IIId
poSit in
41 -1.intieTY
Louella's Bsrbecue, phone 1353-Xtabbr
44-Strike 1.37110613
1=1021E
4
(3101111411f
THERE
il
IS NOW A SINGER SEW- R_
14-Ora in
49,-Illyer in
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ing
17-Contend
machiee
Siberia
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r.101:1
18-Behold!
46 -Metal
new and used Ipactu,nes anti repair
1947
0
1:3
@UR
wean..
service. See Leon Hall 1411 Poplar
point
1AL1.3-1(il 1#113,07J11NI
21-N01.
141. -Folds
phone 1074-R.
VI-Crimson
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flacr
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114-Seresd tor
ee
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aitero
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ea
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nisei
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2-Sy in hol for
nick el
DOWN
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neighborhood
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yearly
4-Solar dick
27-Herin It
REGISTERED LABORATORY lease by elderly couple having no
1- Vicar's
b-Erilble seed
W hips
I-Oue
assistant
technician
wanted at Mut ray lEos- juvenile encOmbranees. Fte:erencea
possessing
appreciation
pital. Must be graduate of approv- Phone Hatche 27i1 or write C. C.
3 4 1 6
2
I
7 11 9 f0 if a
of art
ed school of medical technology. Owens, Hardin.
023p)
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8- PlAced
J3
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room
5
Apply
modern
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Murray
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,
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.7 3
21 '12
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et
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22-Before
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.
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It
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65
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Soil Areas
Get Loans

NEN
salem
listen
man
!
!
Jews

lwalv YORK-Freedom Tank" in
The vehicle which cracked the
Iron Certain Is touring America as1
11 mbol of resistance to Kremlin
tyranny. Above are seven of the Czechs who fled communist terror in their
hemeland last Jib. posed atop the "Freedom Tank." Left to right are:
Joseph Mare*. Vaciav
hill'. Vaelav Krekak. and Walter Hera. Standing
on top of the tang h Mrs. Uhlik and her children. Vaelav, Jr., II, and Eva. 4.
11411.0041rf TI41 CRIF6Ant FOR P55800•11

NANCY

By Ernie Buehmilleg

NANCY -WILL YOU
PLEASE EMPTY
THE VACUUM
CLEANER
E3Aa?

YOUR BABY
AMUSES MET!'

YO'IS SAVIN'NICSRE
GRAN'PAPPY'S LIFE,

I'LL PAY YOU
S10,000, IF-

ENEIN'SO
LUVYABLE,
HONEST ABE!!

YOU LET ME
H01.-D IT Fat
10 MINUTES!:

ABB1E an' SLATS

AN'HONtsr

tit Him War/

ABE'S SKI NI
IS TENDER,
SO DON'T
HOLD HIM
SO CLIDSL!!

HISSELF, DAISY
MAE-HE'S
PAVIN'A FAIR
PRICE!!

By Reeburn Van Bursa
I'D BE LYING IF I SAID
,..PLEASE, MR.
BRENT...NOT

I TN,NK WE HAVE A LOT IN
COOAMON, DEBORAH. .ADU DO

HERE

LIKE ME , DON'T YOU I
MEAN IN SPITE OF MY
BEI1416 YOUR BOSS

11(

to

IT'S RON TO YOU,
D£BORAH...TNAT IS,
WNEN WE'RE ALONE,
OF COURSE,

ALL
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Coed Missing

marltans believed sufficiently in
I the woman's testimony that they
; went to Jacob's well to see
and to
j hear the One Who had done
so
I much for her. After hearing the
Savicsur in person. they besoucht
' Him to remain in their midst a
" while longer. In response to their
oreent Ter:nest He tarried tor
a
couple of days. During that time
Mo. IL C. Mho
many others listened attentively
to Him tind received Him as
their Saviour He completely satisJESUS AND THE sAMAIRIT.SN$ which
ensued. Christ told her that fled their thirst for light,
life and
John 4:2'l2
those who drank water from I love. They knew
beyond a shadow
Jacob's
well
of
'avoid
a
doubt
thirst
that He was the MesChrist's growing popularity inagain.
creased the envious opposition of which fact she had learned already , shish and the Saviour of all who
by
experien
ce,
,
would
but
believe on Him.
that there was
the Pharisees, so it became advisable tor Him to leave Judea ar.d something far better than the water
from
the
well beside which He
go to Galilee. The Isralites hated
the Sarneritans to such an extent sat. He told her that the water ,
which.
.Heo—gave —possessed the t
--thato-thesr detoured'. around rnaria in order to avoid any con- quality of satisfying completely all cr....,
who
drank it. By suggesting that ; '"'"•.6
tact with them. The Lord Jesus
"
'SAM never &slaved by narrowness, the thirst of her soul might_ be ,
prejudice or bigotry so He set satisfied thus, He aroused her : NEW YORK i DPI—Paul Ferrol
forth on the more direct route desire for the living water about , wrote his wife a little love soni:.
It was a nice gesture, for he ten.
to Gal:lee He went through Sa- which He spoke.
Aware that a' knowledge of one's 53 and they had been married
maria because He knew there were
sin-sick and needy souls in that sinful condition must precede sal- • many veer
'
A film producer put the tune M
country to whom He could minis- vation. our Lord probed into her
sin and taught her the necessity l a picture. Capes
Negras Black
In the course of His journey He of repentance When He bezan t Capes. It was lost in the enthucarne upon Jacob's well. near to talk to her about hr sin, sh,I siasm of the young actors—a story
Sychar By this famous well there tried to change the subject, but 1 of student life.
took place one of the mon beauti- He refused to be side-tracked and 1 Seven years later a Spanish pubthe
melody. A
ful, interesting and memorable drawn into a religious argument. I lisher printed
events recorded in the Bible. It He merely made it clear that French publisher heard it and
spiritual
worship is not a question bought it for France Max Dreyfus.
was about noon when Christ and
His disciples arrived at the well. of bodily position or physical loc- heed of Cahppel's Music Co.. liked
acquired
the
American
They were hot, tired. hungry and ation. but rather of heart con- r it an
rights.
thirsty Weary from the journey, dition.
Just about the time the whole
the Master sat down on the para- I. Christ's Revelation
to the 14'oinan I world beran singing
his
sone
pet of the well. while His disciples Joiut 427-30.
, April In Portugal, Ferro° was toid
went into the village to buy food.
Stirred in heart and perplexed
.eantt h et had
tuh
Loncdaonnee
themlet.
lung.tio
Hne
Ere long the reverie of the in mind, the woman
said. -I know
to
frorof an
Saviour was disturbed by the com- that Messiah corneth,
which is
While he was convalescing the
ing of a Samaritan woman to the called Christ: when
He is come. ' w ife for whom he had wrote
the
well for the purpose of drawing He will tell us all
things." In other . sons stied unexpectedly.
water She came at that unusual words, said she. "He
will answer . Lisbon became lonely and unhour because she did riot want all of these perplexi
ng questions' bearable for Ferrao after that.
,
to come in contact with the other and settle all of these
controver- 'i Some time ago at the offices
Of
women who despised her on ac- Mal matters. and
all of us will Brodeast Music—a agency which
^
n
count of her sinful life Weary worship Him " When
she express- oraiecas broadcasting royaltiee
end depressed she advanced with ed the longing of her
heart to see they sent out a tracer for Ferrso's
a look of disillusionment and sad- the Messiah. Christ
immediately , whereabouts.
ness on her face Expectation had revealed Himself to
her. saying,
Back came the reply from the
faded from her face and she was "1 that speak unto
thee tin He." Portgues Society of Authors and
e
no limier hoping for better days.
When the disciples returned
Ceim Posers:
Embarrassed and disgusted that from seeking food,
they were as"Poor Ferrao."sit said, "died or.
Christ was sittmg there with a tonished to find
their Lord enthe last day of April. in Portugal."
bold and unsympathetic 'gaze she saged in conversation
with this
stared at Hun.
solitary. Samaritan woman, but
In spite of her dense ignorance, they did not ask
Him why lie
racial
prejudice
and
terrible was doing so. • Neither did
they
ickedne. the Saviour wal ex- inquire as to
what' she wanted.
ceedingly anxious to save her. It was very unusual
for any rabbi
With remarkable wisdom and urr.to be , engaged in conversation
in
usual tact. He asked her to help public with a woman.
but more
Him by giving Him a drink In especially with a Samarita
n. The
the course of the convarsatin amazement of the
disciples was
understandable in the light of the
social standards of their day.
Nevertheless. the Master talked
naturally, seriously and lengthily
with her without a thought of
doing anything aersational or out
of the ordinary He refused to
turn His back on a sinful and
lost woman, who was bound for
eternal destruction, simply to con'rill to the social standards of
- at day In fact. He had come into
.oi world fcr the specific purpose
of saving sinners, and here was
i One such person who might not
have another opportunity to be
i

POLAND

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

-
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PAULA SUTTON, 19, who made
her debut in Grosse Pointe,
Mich, last June, is reported
missing from Rollins college m
Winter Park, Fla., where ahe
is a sophomore. The college
notified her parents. Mr. and
Mrs John Robert Sutton, Jr.,
that she left classes Jan. 15
and failed to check in that
(hiteraatiosal)
night.

NO FAMILY SECRET
—
WASHINGTON
;1Is— Pentagon
workers may look with distrust
on their families and friends
today after Liking a look at the
.new napkins• distributed in all
Pentaxon cafeterias. -The nains picture a mother
and two children and to men rind
a %omen.
A printed warning says These
are not "aothorized persons' to
hear secrets

ROBERT COAL
COMPANY
For Good
COAL
$9.00 Ton
Phone 453-W

HUNGARY
OULGARIA

Unitec

Freedom Scroll
In the belief that freedom is the most previous of human rights,
I gladly sign my name to this Freedom Scroll as evidence of my
participation as a free citizen in the Crusade for Freedom,
supporting the National Committee for a Free Europe and its
sinking arm, Radio Free Europe. In so doing, I join hands with
millions of other Americans in bringing truth and hope to the
courageous treedorn-hungry people behind the Iron Curtain.

See
Haw every iseinber of ”Illf family Aga the Freedom San&

Pin a -truth dollar" to it and mail to CRUSADE FOR
FREEDOM, in care of your local Postmaster.
dollar will posits, KX) words of truth
broadcast throwels the Iron Curtain

YoIll

mosssmiNs•

I NEW! MOST VISIBILITY NEW V-8's AND FAMOUS
6's I
I NEW! ROOMIEST CABS NEW! SHARPEST TURNIN
G I
NEW!
LOWER
LOADING
PRICED WITH THE LOWEST
I
•
Lsomissmomum NEw

NOTICE
Dr. Jack L. Tonkin
Chiropractor

m
o
r
s
e
E
.•• "406-Rotted: TRUCKS

1605 Miller Ave.
Announces he will be in his
Thursday.

office

Uninimmon

daily

excepl

a.,

Also for the convenience of his patients

Will be in his office Monday, Wednesday and

ph... is

T•day

for • b•tt•r

Big Price
Reductions

Friday nights until 9 P. M.

4th at Poplar

Murray, Ky.

Highest Trade In
Allowances

Save Up To
slOtr°
While They Last

164 DAVY

LARRY KERLEY CO.
East Side Court Square
=

Economy
Reverence — Sincerity, Dignity,
07177
1
,70

Iir011tplytrb
JOHN HUS11369-1415) REFORMER
"Where the spirit of the Lord is."
II Cor. 8:17
John Hum, the great Bohemian, stood . . . For Freedom
and declared he would . . .
Obey Christ only and pursue
•
. The truth divine and for
his view . . . He heard the
Constance Council make . .
Decree to burn him at the stake . .
. lie died a
martyr but Wstressed .....The upright
must not
be oppressed" ... And gave his life
to guarantee
. . The rights of Christian liberty.
JULIEN C. HYER

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Ronald W. Churchill, Owner
"The House of Service Since I8gt3"
3rd and Maple Sts.
Phone 7
Murray, Ky.
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Dynaflow's* Great

GREATEST STYL/NO

powered V8

YEARS %nth
ADVANCE IN
the board, completely new bodies
acnoss.
lowered rocaninea,
h,gher fender
longer, And
sweep, esciamve
spear deep
/weep-

Almon

wonder is that Twin -Turbine
Dynaflow could be bettered at all.
But in the speotacular 1954 Buicks
there's a whole long list of happy surprises beside the completely new
bodies and glamorous new styling.
And one of them is the silken new whip
and carry ofTi'Dynaflow as powered by
the mightiest Buick engines ever built.
Min

Instant new response on getaway.
Cyclonic new power in one single,
sweeping, velvet stroke from standing
start to legal limit. Smoothness beyond
measurement—infinite and constant.
And new quiet ever step of the way.

BIGGEST

VENTILATION
in Buiik
Interior
ADVANCE
comforts new,
Mambo Ow
acerftwai
Sok, wondahield
tine 3nunnne
!Mop to
l
of
outside aT
ugh le•el,
freer of road
ahood.-•
hem and
Mi0MtinVI
Sasser frornNORSErovis

tram

ilia
advanced
VS engines
werrical-walv
with p to
8.5 to I corn e
pennon end
100 hp -- ps.,
eActency from
nuwe foel
new PowerHead Pworw
PINES/

That's literal fact—and w'e'll gladly
prove it to you at the wheel of a beautiful new 1954 Buick. Drop in this week
for a sampling — and for a face-to-face
meeting with the buy of the year.

C

ome drive one of these gorgeous new
'54Buickswith thisfully automatictransmission and you'll see what we mean.
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aid,
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more
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glans area
full 36o°
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around
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MILLION

m, all-,nil
DOLLAR RIDE looter cau "ringing, torque -tube
dove,
wleleell
—
and
f-rld geometry
rha' trabilirrea nes.
innures more
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ponove control,
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—PLUS Tell
WIDEST
SEEECTION Of
MODERN
5E4TURES-4,41,t., ea
ord
sr •rtro-rosr woodRptosei•
TINIIN•TURSINIF
SAMMY POW,*DYPIAPIOWI
SUNNING
POWER
AAAAA
4.-WAY
VI
SEAT
POD-OPFRATIFO
RADIO
ANTTP4P4A
fAVV-IFYI
GRASS •
Willi WI41111
ELECTRIC WINDOW
LIFTS
Derkri-fREE
AIRCONDITSONER

•Starodord as ROII,n4ftfr, optional at extra Cost on other Seei.el.
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AuromAnc-soonnt
rowti-eoswooso

tile beautiful buy
ALL 155.1 *WKS HAVE VS ENGINES .101
stopporiow horaapeowrs, inefuelia, rho low-priosd
•
/via SfeCIAL, thOW two IA Ow Rumning Riviora body aryl*.
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MILTON SEIM STARS TOR RUICK
Sae ma twrIt Iod• iSo,. %owls, Eutruluo

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY

' 7th and Maple St.

Phone 500

Murray, Ky
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-How a
prosecutor
en
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directions
"In as
capable of
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Well, i
years back
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getting. cis
trying to

rum. .set
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Having declared Himself to be
the Messiah for whom both the
'Jews and Samaritans were looking.
I the woman accepted him as her
. oersonal Saviour. whereupon her
,soul wss saved and her life was
- transformed In her joyous excitement she hastened back in her •
• ownspeople and gave them a
.!owing testimony of what Christ
'...ct done for her She shared her
...w -found joy with all who would
.sten to her. She fearlessly and
taithfully urged them to accept
Rim as their Saviour. and assured
them that, if they would do . so.
He would give them salvation
and complete satisfaction. AS a
result of her loving and enthusiastic testimony, many of the Samaritans believed on Christ ond
were gloriously saved
H. Christ's Revelation to the Madrid& haw 4:31-23.
Upon the return of the disciples.,
with the food which they had
procured. they invited their Lord
to eat, but it seems that He declined their invitation. e He wain
an completely abeorbed in Hill
spiritual ministry that He was not
concerned about food for the physical body He had found refreshment in doing the will of God.
He had found the doing of God's
will such a delightful experience
that He wanted His disciples to
share it with Him. So, he revealed
to them the glorious fact that
the doing of God's will is the
meat which really satisfies the
soul He was anxious for them to
discover the place in which God
would have them serve Him and
then to do -the very best work
possible for Ham
thrist . drrionished His disciples
to look on the fields which were
ready for harvest Spreading before
their vision the work which they
were expected to do. He *anted
them to look through His eyes.
thereby observing the preeminence of the spiritual over the physical needs of the people He knew
that. if they would only permit
what they saw to effect them as
.. had Him
they would busy
themselves with reaping the harvest and receiving the proper
wages for their labors There was
-,,, need for them to wait four
months for the harvest of SOUIR.
Ills Christ's Revelation to the
14sanar1tans. John 4:29-42.
A goodly number of the So-
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TRUTH vs. LIES
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